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Preface

Public Comment

Comments and suggestions may be submitted at any time for Agency consideration to
Dockets Management Branch, Division of Management Systems and Policy, Office of
Human Resources and Management Services, Food and Drug Administration, 5630
Fishers Lane, Room 1061, (HFA-305), Rockville, MD, 20852.  When submitting
comments, please refer to the exact title of this guidance document.  Comments may not
be acted upon by the Agency until the document is next revised or updated.

For questions regarding the use or interpretation of this guidance contact Ann Hawthorne
at (301) 594-1190 ext. 156, (301) 594-1243 ext. 145, or email cxh@cdrh.fda.gov.

Additional Copies

Additional copies are available from the Internet at:
http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/ohip/guidance/1323.pdf, or CDRH Facts-On-Demand.  In
order to receive this document via your fax machine, call the CDRH Facts-On-
Demand system at 800-899-0381 or 301-827-0111 from a touch-tone telephone.
Press 1 to enter the system.  At the second voice prompt, press 1 to order a
document.  Enter the document number 1323 followed by the pound sign (#).
Follow the remaining voice prompts to complete your request.
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CDRH Manual for the Good Guidance
Practices (GGP) Regulations; Final
Guidance for FDA Staff
This document is intended to provide guidance.  It represents the Agency’s current
thinking on this topic.  It does not create or confer any rights for or on any person
and does not operate to bind Food and Drug Administration (FDA) or the public.
An alternative approach may be used if such approach satisfies the requirements of
the applicable statute and regulations.

Introduction

Who should use this manual?

All FDA employees who are involved in the development, issuance, or application
of guidance should use this manual.

How should I use this manual?

You should use this manual to help you develop, publish, and apply CDRH
guidance documents.  Using this manual will help ensure that your guidance document
conforms to the FDA GGP regulations.  This manual will help you develop and publish
meaningful guidance in the most efficient way possible.

What are the FDA GGP regulations?

The FDA GGP regulations are the practices established by the FDA to assure the
appropriate level of public participation in the development of FDA guidance documents.
The GGP regulations went into effect on October 19, 2000.

Where are the GGP regulations?
The GGP regulations will be in 21 CFR §10.115, when the 2001 issue of the Code

of Federal Regulations (CFR) is published.  Until then, the GGP regulations are publicly
available in the Federal Register (FR) published on September 19, 2000 (65 FR 56468), a
copy of which is included in this manual as Attachment V.

Who must follow the GGP regulations?
All FDA employees must follow the GGP regulations when developing, issuing, or

applying guidance documents.
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Is GGP training required for all FDA employees who develop, issue, or apply
guidance documents?

Yes.  21 CFR §10.115(l)(1) requires that all FDA employees involved in the
development, issuance, or application of guidance documents receive training on the
FDA GGP regulations.  CDRH will offer Center-wide training, make the CDRH manual
available on the Center Net, and offer periodic, office-specific GGP training.

Definition of Guidance

Which documents are guidance documents?

Guidance documents are defined by 21 CFR §10.115(b) as documents prepared for
FDA staff, applicants/sponsors, and the public that describe FDA’s interpretation of or
policy on a regulatory issue.  Guidance documents include, but are not limited to,
documents that relate to:

• The design, production, manufacturing, testing, labeling, and promotion
of regulated products

• The processing, content, and evaluation/approval of submissions

• Inspection and enforcement policies

Are internal memos and operating procedure documents guidance?
Documents directed to FDA staff that also provide guidance to applicants/sponsors

or the public are guidance documents.  Internal documents that describe FDA’s day-to-
day business are not guidance documents.  Examples of internal documents that are not
guidance documents include staff guides on personnel or leave policies, and directives on
routing documents for assignment or review.

Which documents are not guidance?
21 CFR §10.115(b)(3) provides these additional examples of FDA documents that

are not guidance:

• documents relating to internal FDA procedures
• agency reports
• general information documents provided to consumers and health professionals
• speeches
• journal articles and editorials
• media interviews and press materials
• warning letters
• other communications directed to individual persons or firms

Are “Mammography Matters” and “User Facility Reporting Bulletins” guidance?
No.  They are not guidance documents.  They are general information

documents provided to consumers and health professionals.  According to 21 CFR
§10.115(b)(3), they are not guidance.
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Are “Dear Doctor” letters  and safety alerts guidance?

No.  They are not guidance documents.  They are general information documents
provided to consumers and health professionals.

Are Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) guidance?
No.  They are not guidance documents because they do not articulate FDA policy.

What are guidance documents for?

Guidance documents represent FDA’s current thinking on a given topic.

What is the legal effect of guidance?

Guidance documents do not establish legally enforceable rights or responsibilities.
They do not legally bind the public or FDA. 21 CFR §10.115(d)(1).

May FDA use means other than a guidance document to communicate new policy or
new regulatory approaches?

No.  FDA may not use documents and other means of communication that are
excluded from the definition of guidance documents to informally communicate new or
different regulatory expectations to a broad public audience for the first time.  FDA must
follow the GGP regulations whenever we first communicate regulatory expectations that
are not readily apparent from the statute or regulations to a broad public audience. 21
CFR §10.115(e).

Level 1 and Level 2 Guidance Documents

Is there more than one type of guidance?

Yes.  The GGP regulations establish two types of guidance, Level 1 and Level 2.
They are subject to different levels of public participation in their development before
FDA implements them.

What is Level 1 guidance?
According to 21 CFR §10.115(c)(1), Level 1 guidance documents include

documents that:

(i) Set forth initial interpretations of statutory or regulatory requirements,
(ii) Set forth changes in interpretation or policy that are of more than a minor nature,
(iii) Include complex scientific issues, or
(iv) Cover highly controversial issues.

What is Level 2 guidance?
According to 21 CFR §10.115(c)(2), Level 2 guidance documents are documents

that set forth existing practices or minor changes in interpretation or policy.  Level 2
guidance documents include all guidance documents that are not classified as Level 1.
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Who determines whether a guidance document is Level 1 or Level 2?

Managers in the Branch, Division, or Office developing the guidance should
determine whether the guidance is Level 1 or Level 2 following 21 CFR §10.115(c).

Draft and Final Guidance

What do draft and final mean?

Draft means that the guidance document is not for implementation, it is being
issued only for public comment.  Final means that we are implementing the guidance
when we issue it.  FDA continues accepting public comment on all final guidance
documents.

What is Immediately-in-Effect?

When public comment is not feasible or appropriate, FDA may issue a Level 1
guidance as an Immediately-in-Effect instead of draft.  FDA implements this type of
Level 1 guidance as soon as it is available on the Internet and in hard copy.

What is Level 1 draft guidance?
Generally, once you determine that your guidance document is Level 1, you will

first prepare and issue a Level 1 draft.  The Level 1 draft is issued for public comment
and marked, “Draft Not for Implementation.”

What is required for a Level 1 draft?

FDA is required to announce the availability of the guidance in the Federal Register
(FR), provide a public comment period, and make the guidance document available on
the Internet and in hard copy.

Does a Level 1 draft always require an Notice of Availability (NOA)?
Yes, 21 CFR §10.115(g)(1)(ii)(A) requires that we publish an NOA in the Federal

Register (FR) announcing the availability of a Level 1 draft.

How long is the comment period for a Level 1 draft?

CDRH generally provides a 90 day public comment period.  You cannot implement
a Level 1 draft until you publish it as a Level 1 final.

Are we required to mark “Draft Not for Implementation” on every page of a draft
guidance?

Yes.  CDRH includes “Draft Not for Implementation” as the header on every page
of a draft guidance document.  It is best to use the Header feature in Microsoft WORD
when writing the guidance; a watermark is not required and can cause significant word
processing/file conversion problems.

What is Level 1 final guidance?
FDA issues the Level 1 final after we review the public comments received on the

Level 1 draft.  We may revise the guidance document based on our review of the
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comments.  We may explain changes or respond to the comments by discussing them in
the NOA for the Level 1 final.

Do I have to respond to every comment received on a Level 1 draft?

No.  Generally, we respond only to very significant comments on the Level 1 draft
when we publish the Level 1 final.

Does a Level 1 final always require an NOA?

Yes, 21 CFR §10.115(g)(1)(iv)(B) requires that we always publish an NOA when
we publish a Level 1 final.

Do we still accept public comments on Level 1 final guidance documents?
Yes, 21 CFR §10.115(g)(5) allows the public to comment on all final guidance

documents.  We will revise final guidance in response to public comments when
appropriate.

Is there a deadline for issuing a Level 1 final after issuing the draft?

The regulations do not give a specific timeframe for issuing a final.  However, you
cannot implement the guidance until it is published as final.

Can we revise a final guidance document?

Yes.  We may revise any final guidance document, whenever we deem appropriate.
The nature of the revisions determines whether we issue the revised document as Level 1
or Level 2.

Can we issue another Level 1 draft before we make the guidance final?
Yes, with another Notice of Availability in the Federal Register and another

comment period.  Remember that you cannot implement the guidance until we issue it as
final.

What is a Level 1 Immediately-In-Effect?
21 CFR §10.115(g)(2) allows us to implement a Level 1 guidance without a

comment period whenever prior public participation is not feasible or appropriate.  It is
issued as Level 1 Immediately-in-Effect and implemented immediately upon publication.

What are the reasons for publishing a Level 1 as Immediately-in-Effect?

These limited exceptions to public participation in developing guidance include
situations where:

• There are public health reasons for immediate implementation of the
guidance document;

• There is a statutory requirement, executive order, or court order that
requires immediate implementation; or

• The guidance document presents a less burdensome policy that is
consistent with public health.
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Do we publish an NOA for a Level 1 Immediately-in-Effect?

Yes. 21 CFR §10.115(g)(2)(i)(A) requires that we publish an NOA and provide a
public comment period when we issue a Level 1 Immediately-in-Effect.  In the NOA, we
explain why the guidance document is Immediately-in-Effect.

Can we issue Level 2 draft guidance?
No.  FDA must provide a public comment period for a draft.  There are no

provisions for a public comment period for a Level 2 in the GGP regulations.  If you have
reasons for issuing it as draft, your document likely meets the definition for Level 1.

Can we withdraw a Level 2 and reissue it as a Level 1 draft?
Yes.  If the determination of Level 2 proves incorrect because the document is

highly controversial when issued, we may withdraw it and reissue it as a Level 1 draft.

Using the CDRH GGP Coversheets

What are the CDRH GGP Coversheets?
The CDRH GGP Coversheets are the Center’s templates to ensure that the guidance

has a uniform appearance and contains all the elements required by the GGP regulations.
You should always begin writing your guidance document with the appropriate GGP
Coversheet.

How many kinds of CDRH GGP Coversheets are there?
There are three kinds of CDRH GGP Coversheets:

• Draft
• Final
• Final, Immediately-in-Effect

Where do I obtain a CDRH GGP Coversheet?
The CDRH GGP Coversheets are available in Microsoft WORD on the CDRH

shared drive: K:\GGP\TEMPLATES (see also Attachment II of this manual).

How do I use a CDRH GGP Coversheet?
Each GGP coversheet contains three pages: cover, preface, and title page.

(1) Open the CDRH GGP Coversheet file on the shared drive as a Read Only file.

(2) Save it to your hard drive under any file name you choose, keeping the fonts,
justifications, and margins exactly as shown.

(3) Only fill in the information described below.  (All the other information, such
as date, docket number, CDRH Facts-On-Demand (FOD) number, etc., will
be added for you just before the guidance is published.)
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A. Cover page
Insert:

• Guidance title
• Title of any published document this document will supercede
• Office, Division, and Branch of origin

B. Preface page
Add only your name and contact information.  Generally, your Office
GGP representative will add the other information during the GGP
process.

C. Title page
Insert the guidance title again and begin writing your guidance document.
Use the font indicated and do not delete the non-binding effect statement.

What is the non-binding effect statement?

The non-binding effect statement must be in all CDRH guidance documents by
regulation, per 21 CFR §10.115(i)(1)(iv).  It reads:

This document is intended to provide guidance.  It represents the Agency's
current thinking on this topic.  It does not create or confer any rights for or on
any person and does not operate to bind the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) or the public.  An alternative approach may be used if such approach
satisfies the requirements of the applicable statute and regulations.

Where should the non-binding effect statement appear in the guidance document?

The GGP regulation, 21 CFR §10.115(i)(1)(iv), requires us to place the non-
binding effect statement immediately under the title on the first page of text in bold or
italic.  In CDRH guidance, use 12 pt Times Roman font, bold, italic, and box the text as
shown above.

What about information I don’t know, for example, the publication date or Docket
number?

Your Office GGP Rep or OSM/DID adds the Federal Register publication date,
Docket number, Facts-On-Demand (FOD) number, etc. for you just before the guidance
is published.

How do I know the exact title and date of a previous document (when my guidance
is replacing a previous document or version)?

If your guidance supersedes or replaces a currently available guidance in your
Branch or Division, you should check the CDRH GGP database on the Internet at
www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfGGP/search.CFM  for the exact title
and date.  Use the exact title and date as shown on the Internet when you fill in the line
on the Cover page that reads, “This document supersedes document…”

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfGGP/search.CFM
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Writing Guidance in CDRH

How do I write a guidance document in CDRH?
First, work with your management to determine whether your guidance document is

a Level 1 or Level 2, and then whether it is a draft, final, or Immediately-in-Effect.

What kind of format or outline should I use for my guidance document?

You must start with the correct GGP Coversheet.  The GGP regulations do not
specify any particular format or outline for the body of the document.  Some Offices or
Divisions may have guidance document templates.  Employees should apply the
principles of Plain Language when writing guidance.  Information about writing in Plain
Language is on the Internet at www.plainlanguage.gov.  Information about writing
WORD documents for conversion to Internet documents is in Attachment I.

What are the standard elements that must be in every guidance document?
The standard elements that must be included in every guidance document are listed

in 21 CFR §10.115(i)(1).  We designed the CDRH GGP Coversheet to ensure that you
include all the standard elements required by the GGP regulations.  To have all the
standard elements, you must:

• Include the term “guidance”
• Identify the Center or Office issuing the document
• Identify the activity to which and people to whom the document applies
• Prominently display the non-binding effect statement
• Include the date of issuance
• Note if it is a revision to a previously issued guidance document and identify

the document that it replaces
• Contain the word “draft” if the document is a draft guidance document

Are there other elements that I should include in CDRH guidance documents?
Yes, you should include the Least Burdensome paragraph in all medical device-

oriented, final guidance documents in CDRH.

What is the Least Burdensome paragraph for?

The Least Burdensome paragraph is language that highlights the importance of the
least burdensome provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.  All
employees need to consider the least burdensome approach when writing guidance.

What does the Least Burdensome paragraph say?
There are two Least Burdensome paragraphs, both are shown below.  There is one

for guidance that addresses device approvals and clearances, and another for all other
aspects of the total product life cycle, such as compliance, enforcement, outreach,
surveillance, and reporting.
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For final guidance documents that address device approvals and clearances:

The Least Burdensome Approach

The issues identified in this guidance document represent those that we
believe need to be addressed before your device can be approved/cleared for
marketing.  In developing the guidance, we carefully considered the relevant
statutory criteria for Agency decision-making.  We also considered the burden
that may be incurred in your attempt to comply with the guidance and address
the issues we have identified.  We believe that we have considered the least
burdensome approach to resolving the issues presented in the guidance
document.  If, however, you believe that information is being requested that is
not relevant to the regulatory decision for your pending application or that
there is a less burdensome way to address the issues, you should follow the
procedures outlined in the “A Suggested Approach to Resolving Least
Burdensome Issues” document.  It is available on our Center web page at:
http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/modact/leastburdensome.html

For final guidance documents that address all other aspects of the total product
life cycle:

The Least Burdensome Approach

We believe we should consider the least burdensome approach in all areas of
medical device regulation.  This guidance reflects our careful review of the
relevant scientific and legal requirements and what we believe is the least
burdensome way for you to comply with those requirements.  However, if you
believe that the information requested in the guidance is not relevant to the
decision-making process or that an alternative approach would be less
burdensome, please contact us so we can consider your point of view.  You
may send your written comments to the contact person listed in the preface to
this guidance or to the CDRH Ombudsman.  Comprehensive information on
CDRH's Ombudsman, including ways to contact him, can be found on the
Internet at http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/resolvingdisputes/ombudsman.html.

Where should I place the Least Burdensome paragraph in my final guidance
document?

In CDRH, we usually place the Least Burdensome paragraph at the end of the
Introduction or Background, whichever appears first in the guidance document.

http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/modact/leastburdensome.html
http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/resolvingdisputes/ombudsman.html
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Should I include the Least Burdensome paragraph in any draft guidance
documents?

No.  Do not include the Least Burdensome paragraph in draft guidance.  Draft
guidance documents are made available for comment purposes only.  Therefore, we
expect that any comments about whether there is a less burdensome approach will be
included in the comments received.

Are guidance documents developed with International organizations required to
contain the standard elements?

A draft guidance resulting from negotiation with an International organization does
not have to contain the standard elements required by 21 CFR §10.115(i)(1).  It also may
contain mandatory language, contrary to 21 CFR §10.115(i)(2).  However, if and when
we issue the guidance as final, it must conform to all GGP regulations including 21 CFR
§10.115(i)(1) and §10.115(i)(2).

How do I write the title of my guidance document?
You should state the generic name or type of device and the regulatory activity to

which the guidance pertains, for example, “Addendum to the Instructions for Completing
FDA form 3500A with Coding Manual (MEDWATCH) (MDR)” or “Guidance on 510(k)
Submissions for Keratoprostheses.”  Please try to keep your title as short as possible, and
avoid extraneous words or phrases such as “for the Content and Format of.”

What should be in the title of a guidance document?

You should state the common name of the device and describe the regulatory
activity or submission in the title.  These are some examples of titles of CDRH guidance
documents:

• Alternative to Certain Prescription Device Labeling Requirements

• Guidance on the Recognition and Use of Consensus Standards

• Refractive Implants: Guidance for Investigational Device Exemptions (IDE) nd
Premarket Approval (PMA) Applications; Draft

• Guidance for Industry on the Testing of Metallic Plasma Sprayed Coatings on
Orthopedic Implants to Support Reconsideration of Postmarket Surveillance
Requirements

What about terms such as “Review Criteria” or “Points to Consider”?

You should avoid using these terms.  These terms imply that there could be
different legal effects.  One goal of the GGP regulations is to clarify the meaning and
legal effect of guidance.  Standardizing the titles and making guidance recognizable as
guidance helps achieve this goal.
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What about Compliance Policy Guides (CPGs)?

CPGs are guidance documents.  Historically, FDA has issued regulatory guidance
to its field staff through documents called Compliance Policy Guides (CPG's), and those
documents have come to be recognized by that name.  Therefore, FDA will continue to
issue CPG's, but each CPG will also include the term, “guidance” in its subtitle in order
to clarify that it does fall within the definition of a guidance document and must follow
the GGP regulations.

Do I need a Table of Contents?

A Table of Contents is not required, however, it is helpful in longer documents.  It
is best to insert the table of contents after the Preface page of the coversheet.  If you want
to have a Table of Contents in your guidance document, please always use the Microsoft
WORD pulldown menu: Insert and the Indexes and Tables feature in it.  Tables of
Contents created manually cause substantial problems when documents are edited and
when files are converted for the Internet.

What is mandatory language and when can I use it?
Guidance documents must not include mandatory language such as “shall,” “must,”

“require,” or “requirement,” unless you are using these words to describe a statutory or
regulatory requirement. 21 CFR §10.115(i)(2).  Please note that the construction, “are to
be,” as in “data are to be submitted,” is mandatory language and must not be used unless
you are describing a statutory or regulatory requirement.

Is “should” OK?

Yes.  It is ok to use “should” in guidance documents.  Should is not mandatory
language.

Federal Register (FR) Notice of Availability (NOA)

What is an NOA?

An NOA is a notice of availability, published in the Federal Regis ter (FR)
announcing that a government document is available.  The GGP regulations require us to
publish NOAs for all Level 1 guidance documents.

When do I need an NOA?
You must prepare an NOA for all Level 1 guidance documents; draft, final, and

Immediately-in-Effect.  The draft NOA must accompany the guidance through the GGP
process in CDRH.

Is there a template (boilerplate) for the NOA?

Yes.  There are three, one for each kind of Level 1, (draft, final, or Immediately-in-
Effect).
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Where do I get the template for the NOA?

The NOA templates are in the CDRH shared drive: K:\GGP\TEMPLATES (see
also Attachment III of this manual).

How do I use the NOA template?
Open the NOA template as read only, rename it and save it on your hard drive.

Then simply type in the sections that you are responsible for.

Which sections of the NOA template am I responsible for?
You are responsible for filling in the exact title of your guidance in the places

shown throughout the template and these three sections:

Summary
One or two sentences describing the purpose of the guidance document.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: I. Background
A short paragraph summarizing the background of the guidance document.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: II. Significance of Guidance
A short paragraph summarizing the significance of the guidance (e.g., what new

legal interpretations or changes in policy are stated in the guidance document).  For a
Level 1 Immediately-in-Effect, state which Immediately-in-Effect criteria it meets
and explain why.

Following the CDRH GGP Conformance Checklist

How does the GGP process work in CDRH?

Before a CDRH guidance document can be posted, CDRH management must sign
off on the guidance document and, when notices are required, on the Federal Register
Notice of Availability.  Using the CDRH Guidance Document GGP Conformance
Checklist  (GGP Checklist, see Attachment IV) will ensure that you follow GGP process
correctly.

What is the CDRH Guidance Document GGP Conformance Checklist?
The CDRH Guidance Document GGP Conformance Checklist (GGP Checklist)

ensures and documents that you have followed the GGP procedures in developing and
publishing your guidance.  The GGP Checklist also ensures that your guidance conforms
to the GGP regulations and has been reviewed by appropriate staff.

Where do I get a CDRH Guidance Document GGP Conformance Checklist?
The CDRH Guidance Document GGP Conformance Checklist is in the Microsoft

WORD file in the shared drive: K:\GGP\CHECKLISTS\COMBINED
CONFORMANCE CHECKLIST.
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How do I use the CDRH Guidance Document GGP Conformance Checklist?

Open the file as read only and save it on your hard drive.  Then begin filling in the
information required for the Checklist’s Step 1.

What is “Authorization for Review and Comment” in Step 1 of the Checklist?
The first manager in the chain of command originating the guidance may use this

signature line to authorize internal FDA review and comment.  Authors developing
guidance should seek comments from other Offices with relevant scientific expertise or
similar device concerns.  For example, you should seek comments or consult with the
Office of Science and Technology (OST) in CDRH and Centers such as the Center for
Biologic Evaluation and Research (CBER) whenever appropriate.

When do I fill in Step 2(A) of the Checklist?

You may use the block in Step 2(A) for a Level 1 final to document the names and
organizations of anyone who has submitted public comments in the GGP process.  You
may also use Step 2(A) to document internal comments.

When do I fill in Step 2(B) of the Checklist?
Use Step 2(B) only for Level 1 Immediately-in-Effect guidance documents.  Please

check off the exception to public participation that applies to your guidance document.

Who fills in Step 3 of the Checklist?

Your Division GGP Representative should check each item described in Step 3,
Package Contents, and sign off indicating that all GGP requirements have been met.

How do I use Step 4 of the Checklist?

Step 4 is the Center’s documentation that the guidance meets the GGP
requirements, and that you have obtained the appropriate signatures.  It is also the
guidance document’s tracking sheet and your route slip.

Who completes Step 5 of the Checklist?
The Office and Division GGP Representatives complete Step 5.  Their duties are

explained below in the section entitled, “Office and Division GGP Representatives.”

CDRH Managers and Guidance Sign-off

Who signs the GGP Checklist in CDRH?
All CDRH guidance documents should be reviewed and signed off by the Division

GGP Representative, Branch Chief, Division Director, Office GGP Representative, and
Office Director (or their designees) responsible for issuing the guidance document.  All
CDRH guidance should be forwarded to the Office of the Center Director, OCD.  OCD
must sign or initial the GGP Checklist for all CDRH guidance documents before they are
posted.
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Are there additional signatures on Level 1 drafts and finals?

Yes.  The Office of Chief Counsel (OCC) must clear the release of a draft or final
guidance document that describes new legal interpretations.  The Office of Policy (OP)
must clear the release of a draft or final guidance document that describes significant
changes in FDA policy.

What is the first-line manager responsible for when signing the GGP Checklist?

The first-line manager (e.g., Branch Chief) should ensure that the guidance
document conforms to the GGP regulations, is scientifically sound, and is free of errors.
The Branch Chief must indicate on the GGP Checklist, under his or her signature,
whether the author of the guidance document has considered the relevant least
burdensome provisions of FDAMA.

Who should check the FDAMA Least Burdensome box?
The first-line manager signing-off on Step 4, should confirm that the author has

considered the relevant least burdensome provisions of FDAMA by checking the yes\no
box.

What is the Division Director responsible for when signing the GGP Checklist?

The Division Director should also ensure that the guidance document conforms to
the GGP regulations, is scientifically sound, and free of errors.  The Division Director
should alert the Office Director about any potential issues in the guidance that need
special Office Director or OCD review.

What is the Office Director responsible for when signing the GGP Checklist?

The Office Director should determine whether there are any specific issues for
OCD review and cite these issues immediately under his or her signature on the GGP
Checklist.  The Office Director should also indicate on the GGP Checklist whether the
guidance document describes new legal interpretations (requiring OCC review) or
significant changes in FDA policy (requiring OP review).

As an Office Director in CDRH, what do I do after I sign-off in Step 4?
You should forward all Level 1 and Level 2 guidance documents to OCD.  You

should also specify whether there are any issues for OCD review.  Check the OCD
review box and use the blank space below it to describe the issues.

Do I do anything differently when I sign a Level 1 guidance?

Yes.  When you sign off on a Level 1 guidance, you should indicate whether Office
of Chief Counsel (OCC) and Office of Policy (OP) signatures are required after OCD
sign-off.  OCC clears draft or final guidance documents that describe new legal
interpretations.  OP clears draft or final guidance documents that describe significant
changes in FDA policy.
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CDRH Office and Division GGP Representatives

What do the Office GGP Reps  do?
Office GGP Representatives help ensure that all guidance documents conform to

the GGP regulations, and that CDRH guidance documents are made available in a correct
and timely fashion.

Office GGP Representatives:

• review the guidance document for the GGP standard elements
• ensure that the Least Burdensome paragraph is included in final guidance
• ensure that correct steps in the GGP process have been followed
• ensure the GGP Coversheet information is correct
• track guidance in the GGP process through CDRH
• maintain files of signed CDRH Guidance Document GGP Conformance Checklists
• advise Division Reps of changes in the GGP Process
• participate in preparing the Annual Agenda
• participate in preparing the Annual Comprehensive List
• obtain FOD numbers from the Center’s GGP/FOD Focal Point
• add the FOD number and issuance date immediately prior to posting
• save the working version of the guidance on the CDRH shared drive:

K:\GGP\DOCUMENTS\ for his or her Office
• notify the Center’s GGP Liaison, GGP/FOD Focal Point and Office WEB Focal

Point by email that the guidance has been cleared and is ready to post

Does the Office Rep request a new FOD number for every guidance document?

No.  If your document is replacing a currently available document, your document
should use the FOD number in the version being replaced.  The Office Representative
should write that number in Step 5 of the GGP Checklist.

Is there an email format for requesting an FOD number?
Yes.  This is the format you should use to request an FOD number from the

Center’s GGP/FOD Focal Point, for a new document:

Title: Insert title
GGP: State whether guidance is Level 1 or 2, and draft or final

This document supersedes Insert title being replaced
Origin: Insert Office/Division/Branch
FOD: requesting
FILENAME:  Insert K drive folder and filename

Is there an email format for notifying the GGP Focal Points and Center Liaison that
a guidance is ready to post on the Internet and FOD?

Yes.  It is the same as the format you should use to request an FOD number:
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Title: Insert title
GGP: State whether guidance is Level 1 or 2, and draft or final

This document supersedes Insert title replaced
Origin: Insert Office/Division/Branch
FOD: Insert (in bold) FOD number
FILENAME:  Insert K drive folder and filename

What do the Division GGP Reps  do?

The Division GGP Representative signs-off the GGP checklist in Step 3.  His or her
signature documents that the guidance document conforms to the GGP regulations.

Additionally, Division GGP Representatives:

• assist guidance authors and Division managers in developing guidance
• review the guidance document for the GGP standard elements
• ensure that the guidance uses the correct coversheet
• ensure that the correct least burdensome paragraph is included in final guidance

documents
• ensure that a WORD file of the guidance is sent to the Office GGP Rep
• ensure that a WORD file of the NOA (Level 1’s only) is sent to the Office GGP Rep
• verify that new guidance is posted on the Internet accurately
• verify that new guidance is available on FOD
• participate in preparing the Annual Agenda
• participate in preparing the Annual GGP Comprehensive List
• maintain Division GGP Lists

How does the Division GGP Rep verify that guidance is on the Internet?

The Division GGP Rep should check the CDRH GGP database on the Internet at
www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfGGP/search.CFM , 5 days after
receiving the signed GGP Checklist from the Office GGP Rep.

How does the Division GGP Rep verify that guidance is on FOD?
The Division GGP Rep should check FOD at 301 827-0111, 5 days after receiving

the signed GGP Checklist from the Office GGP Rep.

Public Availability of Guidance

How will the public know what guidance is available?
There are two ways, both required by the GGP regulations, the Current GGP List

and the annual publication of the GGP Comprehensive List in the Federal Register.

What is the Current GGP list?

Under 21 CFR §10.115(n), FDA must maintain a current list of all guidance
documents on the Internet at
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www.fda.gov/opacom/morechoices/industry/guidedc.htm.  New documents will be
added to this list within 30 days of issuance.

Who maintains the Current GGP list on the Internet?

In CDRH, the Center GGP Liaison (in OHIP), DSMA, and OSM work together to
ensure that new CDRH documents are added to the FDA list within 30 days of issuance
as required by the GGP regulations.

Who’s responsible for the annual publication of the GGP Comprehensive List in the
Federal Register?

FDA Office of Policy publishes the annual GGP Comprehensive List in the Federal
Register.  In CDRH, the Center GGP Liaison (in OHIP), DSMA, and OSM work together
to prepare CDRH’s section.

When does CDRH post Level 1 guidance on the Internet and Facts-On-Demand?
Generally, Level 1 guidance is posted as soon as the publication date for the Notice

of Availability is available.  The official publication date for the guidance document is
the date the NOA is published.

When does CDRH post Level 2 guidance on the Internet and Facts-On-Demand?

In CDRH, Level 2 guidance is generally posted within a few days of OCD sign-off.
The official publication date for the guidance document is the date OCD signed the GGP
Checklist.

How do I find a list of all the guidance in my Office or Division?
Use the CDRH GGP Database search engine on the Internet at

www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfGGP/search.CFM.  Leave the line for
Document Title blank, select your Office and Division, then select Search.

Can we revise older, pre-GGP guidance?
Yes, with management’s approval.  FDA strongly encourages employees to revise

older, pre-GGP guidance.

Can we delete a guidance document?
Yes.  To delete a guidance document, prepare a request consisting of a brief

statement (a bulleted list is preferred) explaining why the guidance document should be
deleted and a one or two line public notice.  The public notice will be used on the Internet
and FOD to explain to the public why the guidance document has been deleted.  Your
request should be concise, less than one page.  Obtain the signatures of the first-line
manager or Branch Chief, Division Director, Office Director, and Office of the Center
Director (or their designees) on your request.  The Office and Division GGP
Representatives do not need to sign your request, however they should each retain a
signed copy.
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After the Office of the Center Director signs the request, how do we delete a
guidance document?

The Office of the Center Director will forward the signed request to the Office GGP
Representative who will ask OSM and DSMA to delete the document from the Internet,
FOD, and the Current and Comprehensive GGP lists.  Office GGP Representative also
will forward a signed copy to the Division GGP Representative.  OSM and DSMA will
replace the guidance document with the public notice from the request.  This notice will
remain on the Internet and FOD for 6 months.  We will include the deletion, date, and
reason in the next Comprehensive GGP list published in the Federal Register.

Public Input on Guidance

What are the mechanisms for public (including regulated industry) input in
developing FDA guidance?

The mechanisms for public input include suggesting or submitting:
• areas of guidance document development
• drafts of guidance documents to FDA for consideration
• revisions of an existing guidance document
• comments on an annual list of possible topics for future FDA guidance

documents (the Annual Agenda)
• comments on specific proposed, draft and final guidance documents

Must we post a Level 1 draft guidance before it can be discussed at an Advisory
Panel meeting or other public meeting?

Yes.  After you have drafted the guidance document, you may get input from
Advisory Panels or other public meetings as a part of following the GGP regulations to
ensure appropriate public participation, including posting the guidance that will be
discussed at the meeting.

Can we seek input from FDA Advisory Panels before we draft a guidance
document?

Yes, before you begin drafting a guidance document you may seek or accept public
input (e.g., by participating in or holding public meetings).  21 CFR §10.115(g)(1)(i).
You may state the topic or prepare a brief sketch or outline of the topic.  However, once
you draft the guidance document, you must follow the GGP regulations for making a
guidance document available outside FDA.

Can the public write final guidance?

No.  The public, including a manufacturer, may only submit draft guidance
documents for FDA consideration.

How does the public submit a draft guidance document?
The public should submit their draft through Dockets Management Branch.  The

draft then becomes a Guidance Document Submission.  21 CFR §10.115(f)(3).  FDA
determines whether and how to revise a draft submitted by the public.  Only FDA can
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issue guidance, including guidance initially submitted by the public according to the GGP
regulations.

What’s the Annual Agenda?

The Annual Agenda is a list, published annually, of possible topics for future FDA
guidance document development or revision during the next year. 21 CFR §10.115(f)(4)
requires FDA to publish this list annually on the Internet and in the Federal Register.
This is a list of possible topics for the following year.  We are not restricted to only these
topics.  Nor are we required to act on all of these topics.

Can the public suggest topics for guidance?
Yes.  When doing so, they should address why a guidance document on that topic is

necessary.

How does the public comment on Level 1 draft guidance?
The public should send comments to FDA Dockets Management Branch, usually,

within 90 days of publication of a draft guidance document.  Instructions for submitting
comments are given in the NOA and in the Preface of the guidance document.

How does the public comment on Level 1 or Level 2 final guidance?

The public may comment on Level 1 or Level 2 final guidance at any time by
sending their comments to FDA Dockets Management Branch.

How does the public comment on Level 1 Immediately-in-Effect guidance?
The public should send comments to FDA Dockets Management Branch within 90

days of publication of a Level 1 Immediately-in-Effect guidance document as instructed
in the NOA.  Level 1 Immediately-in-Effect guidance documents are implemented as
soon as they are published, but to ensure adequate public participation, FDA provides a
90 day comment period.  And, like all FDA guidance documents, we continue to accept
comments at any time.

Can the public suggest we withdraw a guidance document?

Yes.  If the public finds a guidance document or topic on the Agenda is no longer
relevant or accurate, they may suggest to FDA that we withdraw it.

How can the public be sure we are following the GGP regulations?
FDA will monitor the development and issuance of guidance documents to ensure

that we follow the GGP regulations.  21 CFR §10.115(l)(2).

What if the public believes we did not follow the GGP regulations?
The GGP regulations include provisions for the public to raise concerns if they

believe guidance was not issued according to the GGP regulations or is being applied by
CDRH as a binding requirement.  21 CFR §10.115(o).  The GGP regulations instruct the
public to contact the employee’s supervisor, and continue through the chain of command,
if necessary, within CDRH.  The GGP regulations further provide that the public may
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involve FDA’s Chief Mediator and Ombudsman, if we are not making progress resolving
concerns within the Center.
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Attachment I.  Advice from the CDRH Focal Points on drafting
guidance documents for the Internet

All guidance documents are published on the Internet.  Following the advice
from the CDRH Focal Points will ensure that you achieve a crisp, professional
look for your document, and that your WORD file is converted accurately.

• Don't use tabs/spaces to create columns or tables.  Use the TABLE pulldown
menu in WORD.  Use tables whenever you need a table or tabbed effect;
otherwise the document will not look the way you intend it to.

• Use the Bullet function in WORD.  If you just put a symbol (like an asterisk) in
front of an item when making a list, the margins and hanging indents will not
convert accurately.

• Stick with Times Roman fonts.  You can subordinate or emphasize with typeface,
i.e., bold, italic, bold italic, size, and case.  But do so sparingly, and only when it
imparts meaning.  It can be distracting OTHERWISE.

• Never use customized fonts.

• Never use fonts smaller than 12-point.

• Allow a margin of at least one inch on top, bottom, and both sides.

• Create the Table of Contents (TOC) using the TOC option under the Insert
pulldown menu in WORD.  Never create a TOC by typing page numbers into a
column, or with tabs and spaces.  You are not required to have TOCs in guidance
documents, but they are helpful in very long documents.

• When putting an Internet address, check that the Internet address (URL) is valid
and that you have typed or cut and pasted it accurately.

• Remember that html documents do not have "pages" - so that if you print an html
document it will not print out paginated.

Making accessible web pages for individuals with disabilities.

• All graphics/images should be accompanied by a legend or text description.

• Make meaning independent of color.

• Put row and column headers in data tables.
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After [date 90 days from release date], comments and suggestions may be submitted at any time for
Agency consideration to Dockets Management Branch.  Comments may not be acted upon by the
Agency until the document is next revised or updated.  For questions regarding the use or
interpretation of this guidance contact [name of contact person] at [phone number (optional: or by
electronic mail at (email address))].

                                                             or
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publication of NOA]
For 90 days following the date of publication in the Federal Register of the notice announcing the
availability of this guidance, comments and suggestions regarding this document should be submitted to
the Docket No. assigned to that notice, Dockets Management Branch, Division of Management Systems
and Policy, Office of Human Resources and Management Services, Food and Drug Administration,
5630 Fishers Lane, Room 1061, (HFA-305), Rockville, MD  20852.  Such comments will be
considered when determining whether to amend the current guidance.

After 90 days following the date of publication in the Federal Register of the notice announcing the
availability of this guidance, comments and suggestions may be submitted at any time for Agency
consideration to Dockets Management Branch.  Comments may not be acted upon by the Agency
until the document is next revised or updated.  For questions regarding the use or interpretation of this
guidance contact [fill in name, address, phone and email]. [Times New Roman, 12 pt]

Additional Copies

Additional copies are available from the Internet at:  http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/[specific address], or
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Facts-On-Demand system at 800-899-0381 or 301-827-0111 from a touch-tone telephone.  Press
1 to enter the system.  At the second voice prompt, press 1 to order a document.  Enter the
document number (Office GGP Rep will insert FOD #) followed by the pound sign (#).  Follow the
remaining voice prompts to complete your request. [Times New Roman, 12 pt]
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[For documents about device approvals and clearances:]

The Least Burdensome Approach

The issues identified in this guidance document represent those that we believe need to be addressed
before your device can be approved/cleared for marketing.  In developing the guidance, we carefully
considered the relevant statutory criteria for Agency decision-making.  We also considered the
burden that may be incurred in your attempt to comply with the guidance and address the issues we
have identified.  We believe that we have considered the least burdensome approach to resolving the
issues presented in the guidance document.  If, however, you believe that information is being
requested that is not relevant to the regulatory decision for your pending application or that there is a
less burdensome way to address the issues, you should follow the procedures outlined in the “A
Suggested Approach to Resolving Least Burdensome Issues” document.  It is available on our
Center web page at:  http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/modact/leastburdensome.html

[For documents about any other aspect of the total product life cycle:]

The Least Burdensome Approach

We believe we should consider the least burdensome approach in all areas of medical device
regulation.  This guidance reflects our careful review of the relevant scientific and legal requirements
and what we believe is the least burdensome way for you to comply with those requirements.
However, if you believe that the information requested in the guidance is not relevant to the
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decision-making process or that an alternative approach would be less burdensome, please contact
us so we can consider your point of view.  You may send your written comments to the contact
person listed in the preface to this guidance or to the CDRH Ombudsman.  Comprehensive
information on CDRH's Ombudsman, including ways to contact him, can be found on the Internet at
http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/resolvingdisputes/ombudsman.html.
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telephone.  Press 1 to enter the system.  At the second voice prompt press 1 to order a document.

Enter the document number (Office GGP Re: Insert FOD number, keeping the parentheses)

followed by the pound sign (#).  Follow the remaining voice prompts to complete your request.

Persons interested in obtaining a copy of the draft guidance may also do so using the

Internet.  CDRH maintains an entry on the Internet for easy access to information including text,

graphics, and files that may be downloaded to a personal computer with Internet access.  Updated

on a regular basis, the CDRH home page includes the civil money penalty guidance documents

package, device safety alerts, Federal Register reprints, information on premarket submissions



(including lists of approved applications and manufacturers' addresses), small manufacturers'

assistance, information on video conferencing and electronic submissions, Mammography Matters,

and other device-oriented information.  The CDRH home page may be accessed at

http://www.fda.gov/cdrh.

IV. Comments

Interested persons may, on or before (RES inserts the date 90 days from date of

publication in the Federal Register), submit to Dockets Management Branch (address above)

written comments regarding this draft guidance.  Submit two copies of any comments, except that

individuals may submit one copy.  Comments are to be identified with the docket number found in

brackets in the heading of this document.  The guidance document and received comments may be

seen in the Dockets Management Branch between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

DATED:



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Food and Drug Administration

Docket No. insert the docket no. used for the draft version

Medical Devices: insert title of guidance; Availability

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, HHS.

ACTION:  Notice.

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is announcing the availability of the

guidance entitled, “Insert title of guidance.”  Insert a brief summary of the document and

the reasons CDRH is issuing it.  This section should be no more than 3 sentences.

DATES: Written comments may be submitted at anytime.

ADDRESS: See the SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION section for information

on electronic access to the guidance.  Submit written requests for single copies on a 3.5” diskette of

the guidance document entitled, “Insert title of guidance” to the Division of Small Manufacturers

Level 1 Final
FR Notice of Availability (NOA) Boilerplate

(Revision dated Dec 6, 2000)

Instructions:
Replace the bold, italic instructions with the information indicated, using normal, 12pt. Times

Roman text.  Please do not revise the page set up, margin, tabs, fonts or any other formatting
commands.

Delete the instruction box and text in it after completing your draft.



Assistance (HFZ-220), Center for Devices and Radiological Health, Food and Drug

Administration, 1350 Piccard Dr., Rockville, MD 20850.  Send two self-addressed adhesive labels

to assist that office in processing your request, or fax your request to 301-443-8818.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Insert Name

Center for Devices and Radiological Health (HFZ- Insert mail stop)

Food and Drug Administration,

9200 Corporate Blvd.

Rockville, MD 20850

(301) Insert phone number

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background

Insert a concise description of what the document is about.  Include information to

assist interested persons in understanding the document, and any history surrounding the

development of the document, e.g., Advisory Panel Meetings (include date) in which the

document was discussed, or if it originated from a Guidance Document Submission.  State

when the Level 1 draft was made available in the Federal Register, the date the comment

period closed, and address any significant comments that were received.  If this document

supercedes any other guidance, including its draft version, say so, and give its title and

date of publication.



II. Significance of Guidance

This guidance document represents the agency’s current thinking on [insert the topic of

the guidance document].  It does not create or confer any rights for or on any person and does

not operate to bind FDA or the public.  An alternative approach may be used if such approach

satisfies the applicable statute, regulations, or both.

The agency has adopted Good Guidance Practices (GGPs), and published the final rule,

which set forth the agency’s regulations for the development, issuance, and use of guidance

documents (65 FR 56468, September 19, 2000).  This guidance document is issued as a Level 1

guidance in accordance with the GGP regulations.

III.  ELECTRONIC ACCESS

In order to receive “Insert title of guidance,” via your fax machine, call the

CDRH Facts-On-Demand system at 800-899-0381 or 301-827-0111 from a touch-tone

telephone.  Press 1 to enter the system.  At the second voice prompt press 1 to order a document.

Enter the document number (Office GGP Rep:  Insert FOD number, keeping the

parentheses) followed by the pound sign (#).  Follow the remaining voice prompts to complete

your request.

Persons interested in obtaining a copy of the guidance may also do so using the Internet.

CDRH maintains an entry on the Internet for easy access to information including text, graphics, and

files that may be downloaded to a personal computer with Internet access.  Updated on a regular



basis, the CDRH home page includes the civil money penalty guidance documents package, device

safety alerts, Federal Register reprints, information on premarket submissions (including lists of

approved applications and manufacturers' addresses), small manufacturers' assistance, information

on video conferencing and electronic submissions, Mammography Matters, and other device-

oriented information.  The CDRH home page may be accessed at http://www.fda.gov/cdrh.

IV. Comments

Interested persons may, at anytime, submit to Dockets Management Branch (address

above) written comments regarding this guidance.  Submit two copies of any comments, except that

individuals may submit one copy.  Comments are to be identified with the docket number found in

brackets in the heading of this document.  The guidance document and received comments may be

seen in the Dockets Management Branch between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

DATED:



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Food and Drug Administration

Docket No.

Medical Devices: Insert title of guidance; Availability

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, HHS.

ACTION:  Notice.

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is announcing the availability of the

guidance entitled, “Insert title of guidance.”  Insert a brief summary of the document and

the reasons CDRH is issuing it.  This section should be no more than 3 sentences.

DATES: Written comments concerning this guidance must be received by (RES will insert

the date, 90 days after date of publication in the Federal Register).

ADDRESS: See the SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION section for information

on electronic access to the guidance.  Submit written requests for single copies on a 3.5” diskette of

Level 1 Immediately in Effect
FR Notice of Availability (NOA) Boilerplate

(Revision dated Dec 6, 2000)

Instructions:
Replace the bold, italic instructions with the information indicated, using normal, 12pt. Times

Roman text.  Please do not revise the page set up, margin, tabs, fonts or any other formatting
commands.

Delete the instruction box and text in it after completing your draft.



the draft guidance document entitled, “Insert title of guidance” to the Division of Small

Manufacturers Assistance (HFZ-220), Center for Devices and Radiological Health, Food and Drug

Administration, 1350 Piccard Dr., Rockville, MD 20850.  Send two self-addressed adhesive labels

to assist that office in processing your request, or fax your request to 301-443-8818.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Insert Name

Center for Devices and Radiological Health (HFZ- Insert mail stop)

Food and Drug Administration,

9200 Corporate Blvd.

Rockville, MD 20850

(301) Insert phone number

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background

Insert a discussion of what the document is about.  Include information to assist

interested persons in understanding the document, and any history surrounding the

development of the document, e.g., any Advisory Panel Meetings in which the document

was discussed, or if it originated from a Guidance Document Submission.  If this

document supercedes any other guidance say so, and give its title and date of publication.



(Select one of the three choices below)

1 [ FDA is making this guidance document available immediately because there are public

health reasons for immediate implementation.  Explain why in one two sentances. ]

2 [ FDA is making this guidance document available immediately because there is a

statutory requirement, executive order, or court order that requires immediate implementation and

guidance is needed to help effect such implementation.  Explain why in one two sentances. ]

3 [ FDA is making this guidance document available immediately because he guidance is

presenting a new policy, consistent with public health, that is less burdensome than current policy.

Explain why in one two sentances.]

II. Significance of Guidance

This guidance document represents the agency’s current thinking on [insert the subject or

topic of the guidance document].  It does not create or confer any rights for or on any person

and does not operate to bind FDA or the public.  An alternative approach may be used if such

approach satisfies the applicable statute, regulations, or both.

The agency has adopted Good Guidance Practices (GGPs), and published the final rule,

which set forth the agency’s regulations for the development, issuance, and use of guidance

documents (65 FR 56468, September 19, 2000).  This guidance document is issued as a Level 1

guidance in accordance with the GGP regulations.



III.  ELECTRONIC ACCESS

In order to receive “Insert title of guidance” via your fax machine, call the

CDRH Facts-On-Demand system at 800-899-0381 or 301-827-0111 from a touch-tone

telephone.  Press 1 to enter the system.  At the second voice prompt press 1 to order a document.

Enter the document number (Office GGP Rep Insert FOD number, keeping the parentheses)

followed by the pound sign (#).  Follow the remaining voice prompts to complete your request.

Persons interested in obtaining a copy of the guidance may also do so using the Internet.

CDRH maintains an entry on the Internet for easy access to information including text, graphics, and

files that may be downloaded to a personal computer with Internet access.  Updated on a regular

basis, the CDRH home page includes the civil money penalty guidance documents package, device

safety alerts, Federal Register reprints, information on premarket submissions (including lists of

approved applications and manufacturers' addresses), small manufacturers' assistance, information

on video conferencing and electronic submissions, Mammography Matters, and other device-

oriented information.  The CDRH home page may be accessed at http://www.fda.gov/cdrh.

IV. Comments

Interested persons may, on or before (RES will insert date after 90 days from the date

of publication in the Federal Register), submit to the Dockets Management Branch (address

above) written comments regarding this immediately in effect guidance.  Two copies of any

comments are to be submitted, except that individuals may submit one copy.  Comments are to be

identified with the docket number found in brackets in the heading of this document.  The guidance

document and received comments may be seen in the Dockets Management Branch between 9



a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

DATED:
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[Page 56468-56480]
From the Federal Register Online via GPO Access [wais.access.gpo.gov]
[DOCID:fr19se00-4]

=======================================================================
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Food and Drug Administration

21 CFR Parts 7, 10, 14, 19, 25, 101, 107, 110, 114, 170, 310, 312,
314, 316, 500, 514, 601, 803, 814, and 860

[Docket No. 99N-4783]

Administrative Practices and Procedures; Good Guidance Practices

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, HHS.

ACTION: Final rule.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is amending its
administrative regulations to codify its policies and procedures for
the development, issuance, and use of guidance documents. This action
is necessary to comply with requirements of the Food and Drug
Administration Modernization Act of 1997 (the Modernization Act). The
Modernization Act codified certain parts of the agency's current ``Good
Guidance Practices'' (GGP's) and directed the agency to issue a
regulation consistent with the act that specifies FDA's policies and
procedures for the development, issuance, and use of guidance
documents. The intended effect of this regulation is to make the
agency's procedures for development, issuance, and use of guidance
documents clear to the public.

DATES: This rule is effective October 19, 2000.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: LaJuana D. Caldwell, Office of Policy
(HF-27), Food and Drug Administration, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD
20857, 301-827-7010.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background

    Under section 405 of the Modernization Act (Public Law 105-115),
statutory provisions on guidance documents were added to the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act) in section 701(h) (21 U.S.C.
371(h)). In the Federal Register of February 14, 2000 (65 FR 7321), we
(FDA) proposed changes to our existing part 10 (21 CFR part 10)
regulations to clarify our procedures for the development, issuance,
and use of guidance documents. Interested parties were given until May



1, 2000, to comment on the proposal.

II. Description of the Final Rule

A. Comments and Agency Response

    We received 18 comments on the proposed rule, largely from trade
organizations. The comments we received generally supported the
policies and procedures described in the GGP's.
1. General Comment
    (Comment 1) One comment recommended that we include in this
preamble a list of generally accepted principles of a good guidance
document. The comment nominated several principles for inclusion on the
list.
    We decline to develop a list of generally accepted principles of a
``good'' guidance document because we believe that the procedures
described in Sec. 10.115 reflect generally accepted principles for
developing, issuing, and using guidance documents. For example, a good
guidance document represents our current thinking on a matter and
clearly states that it does not establish legally enforceable
requirements. We expect each guidance document developed, issued, and
used under the rule to have the characteristics of a good guidance
document.
2. Definition of Guidance Documents
    (Comment 2) One comment suggested that we include in the definition
of guidance documents those documents that describe our current
policies regarding labeling and promotion.
    In our proposal, we defined guidance documents to include, among
other kinds of documents, those that relate to the design, production,
manufacturing, and testing of regulated products and those that relate
to inspection or enforcement policies. We interpret our definition to
include guidance documents about product labeling and promotion. We are
amending the definition in Sec. 10.115(b)(2) to clarify our intent to
include such topics as subjects for guidance documents.
3. Comprehensive List of Guidance Documents and Guidance Document
Agenda
    (Comment 3) Several comments discussed the annual publication of
the comprehensive list of guidance documents and the guidance document
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agenda. Some suggested that we continue to publish these lists on a
semiannual basis.
    Some comments stated that yearly publication of the comprehensive
list is acceptable, particularly given that we maintain a current list
on the Internet.
    One comment stated that annual publication of the guidance document
agenda would be reasonable if we include the status of each item on the
list and identify the highest priority guidance documents. Another
comment recommended that the agenda be posted on the Internet.
    We believe that we provide adequate notice of and access to all
available guidance documents through two mechanisms. We annually
publish a comprehensive list of guidance documents in the Federal
Register and we maintain current (i.e., updated within 30 days of the
issuance of a new or newly revised guidance document or the deletion of
an obsolete guidance document) lists of guidance documents on the
Internet.



    We also believe that we provide adequate notice of the guidance
document agenda through its annual publication in the Federal Register.
We will not include the status of each document on the agenda. Each
document listed on the agenda is being developed; further description
of document status would not be practical because it would be too
difficult to differentiate the stages of guidance document development.
We also do not believe it would be feasible to prioritize the documents
on the agenda. Often, resources allocated to the development of a
particular document are diverted to creating guidance documents
regarding other areas of greater public health need. As a result, our
priorities may change throughout the year and priorities stated on the
agenda would not remain accurate for an extended period of time. We try
to maintain a current (i.e., updated at least semiannually) guidance
document agenda on the Internet.
    In efforts separate from this rulemaking, we are considering ways
to enhance our lists of guidance documents maintained on the Internet.
For example, we are trying to make the lists easier to navigate and
search. These enhancements may allow you to more efficiently find the
information you seek on the comprehensive list and the agenda.
    (Comment 4) One comment suggested that we include a brief statement
describing each document on the comprehensive list.
    We understand that much of the value of the comprehensive list lies
in its ability to convey the subject matter of each document on the
list. To provide this information adequately, we plan to ensure that
the titles or subtitles of documents convey the subject of the document
more precisely. The comprehensive list could become too cumbersome and
difficult to use if we added a description of the subject of each
document. Therefore, we will not include a separate statement
describing each document on the comprehensive list.
    (Comment 5) A comment stated that the comprehensive list should
identify guidance documents that have been revised or are currently
being considered for revision.
    Through the lists that we publish under the procedures previously
described, we already make the information requested in the comment
available to the public. On the comprehensive list, we include the date
of the last revision of a guidance document. This enables you to
identify those guidance documents that have been revised and the date
of the revision. In our guidance document agenda, we list guidance
documents that are under consideration for development or revision.
    (Comment 6) In Sec. 10.115(c), we define two levels of guidance
documents, Level 1 and Level 2. The two levels of guidance documents
are subject to different procedures for public participation before
issuance. One comment suggested that we include the designation for
each document as Level 1 or Level 2 in the prospective list of guidance
documents.
    We decline the suggestion to include the Level 1 or Level 2
designation for all documents on the guidance document agenda.
Generally, at the time we issue the agenda, we do not know the full
content of the proposed documents. Thus, a determination of whether a
document meets the criteria for a Level 1 designation
(Sec. 10.115(c)(1)) would be premature.
    (Comment 7) One comment suggested that we make the guidance
document agenda more user-friendly by separating guidance documents on
cross-cutting issues from those that are technology-specific.
    The purpose of the guidance document agenda is to notify you of
guidance documents we are developing so you may comment on topics for
new documents and possible revisions to existing documents. We believe



the guidance agenda is currently organized to disseminate this
information most effectively. The documents on the agenda are organized
by the issuing center or office and generally are further grouped by
topic categories. By separating guidance documents according to the
issuing center or office, we enable those of you who have interest in a
particular issue or type of product (e.g., food products) to focus on
documents that are being developed in one of the centers or offices
(e.g., the Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition). Guidance
documents that are being developed in more than one center or office
will appear on the agenda for each participating center or office.
Grouping documents on the agenda by subject category (e.g., electronic
submissions) provides you greater ability to focus on specific areas of
interest. After the effective date of the rule, we will group all
guidance documents on the agenda by subject category. This format is
consistent with the format of the comprehensive list of guidance
documents. We believe that the format suggested in the comment could
make the agenda difficult to use because you would not be able to
concentrate effectively on a particular topic of interest.
4. Public Input
    (Comment 8) One comment suggested that we implement procedures to
give you the opportunity to comment on designation of a document as a
Level 1 or Level 2 guidance document before the decision is made.
    We decline to adopt this suggestion. It is in the best interest of
promoting and preserving the public health that we be able to develop
guidance documents in a timely and efficient manner. If we solicited
comment on the level designation for each guidance document, we would
create a procedural hurdle that could significantly slow the guidance
development process. This delay in the development of guidance
documents would not serve us or you.
    We determine whether a document is Level 1 or Level 2 based on the
criteria described in Sec. 10.115(c). If you disagree with the
designation of a document (e.g., if you believe that a guidance issued
as a Level 2 should have been issued as a Level 1), you may send us an
explanation of your reasons for disagreeing with our determination when
you comment on the guidance document. If, after issuance, you still
have a disagreement, you can appeal our designation using the dispute
resolution process.
    (Comment 9) One comment suggested that we announce the development
and issuance of Level 2 documents in the Federal Register. Another
comment recommended that we receive comments on Level 2 guidance
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documents before we issue them as final guidance.
    We decline to amend our procedures for announcing and receiving
comment on Level 2 guidance documents. When we issue Level 2 documents,
they are immediately posted on the Internet. Also, their issuance is
announced in the comprehensive list of guidance documents that is
published annually in the Federal Register and maintained on the
Internet.
    Under section 701(h)(1)(D) of the act, we must solicit public
comments ``upon implementation'' of guidance documents that describe
existing practices or minor changes in agency policy. We believe the
provisions of Sec. 10.115(g)(4) are consistent with the act and
describe adequate provisions for developing and issuing Level 2
guidance documents.
    (Comment 10) Under Sec. 10.115(g)(1)(v), we may issue a second



draft of a guidance document and solicit comment on the document after
providing an opportunity for comment on the first draft. One comment
stated that two situations usually merit this procedure: When the first
draft guidance on a medical or scientific topic is highly controversial
and when the first draft guidance is in conflict with other widely
recognized sources of scholarly guidance (e.g., International
Conference on Harmonization guidance, pharmacopeial standards).
    We agree that it may be appropriate for us to issue a second draft
of a guidance document in the two situations described in the comment.
In addition, it may also be appropriate for us to issue a second draft
guidance in other circumstances. For example, if we revise a document
for clarification, we may want to issue a second draft guidance
document to receive comment on whether our revisions made the document
easier to understand.
    (Comment 11) One comment suggested that we allow the public to
request the deletion of guidance documents that are no longer useful.
    Under Sec. 10.115(f), you can suggest that a document on the
comprehensive list of guidance documents or on the guidance document
agenda be revised or withdrawn if you find that the document is no
longer relevant or accurate. We amended the final rule to explicitly
state that you can suggest that a guidance be withdrawn
(Sec. 10.115(f)(4)).
    (Comment 12) Many comments urged us to include a provision in the
regulation requiring us to provide written responses to public comments
or suggestions for revising guidance documents. One comment stated that
we should respond to each suggestion for a revision to an existing
guidance document within 90 days. Other comments stated that we should
explain to the public why we changed, or why we did not change, a
guidance document between the draft and final stages. Some comments
recommended that we provide general responses to comments grouped by
topic. Others suggested that we be required to issue a written response
when certain criteria are met (e.g., when a majority of the comments on
a guidance document concern the same issue).
    We believe that it is in the public interest to have an efficient
process for developing guidance documents. The guidance document
development process would be hampered if we were required to respond to
each comment. When comments received are very significant or cause us
to revise a guidance, we often discuss those comments in the notice of
availability (NOA) for the final guidance or in the final guidance
document. We intend to continue this practice. However, making a firm
commitment to provide a written response to all comments when issuing a
final guidance would unnecessarily delay the issuance of the document.
    (Comment 13) Two comments suggested that we be required to respond
to your proposals for draft guidance documents.
    We agree with this comment. When you have taken the time to develop
a guidance document and submit it to us for review, you should receive,
at a minimum, an acknowledgment of receipt of the document. Therefore,
we are now accepting guidance document submissions at the Dockets
Management Branch. If you submit a document to us, you should designate
it as a ``Guidance Document Submission,'' include the name of the
center or office with oversight over the subject matter covered by the
guidance document, and submit the document to the Dockets Management
Branch (HFA-305), 5630 Fishers Lane, rm. 1061, Rockville, MD 20852.
    The Dockets Management Branch will ensure that the document is
assigned a public docket number and it is sent to the appropriate
office or center. All proposed guidance documents will be available
through the public docket. We will send you a written acknowledgment



that we have received your document, and to the extent feasible, we
also will inform you of our actions regarding the document you have
submitted. These changes to the final rule are included in revised
Sec. 10.115(f)(3).
    (Comment 14) We received many comments on early collaboration and
meetings to discuss guidance documents as they are being developed.
Generally, the comments were very supportive of our efforts to
facilitate early interaction with you. Some comments suggested that we
issue a clear policy about the procedures for collaboration and early
meetings. One suggested that we provide a means for industry to
recommend a particular collaborative approach for a guidance document
under development. Another comment recommended that we provide
opportunities for you to engage in ``real time dialogues'' with us
before we begin to write a draft or final guidance. The comment noted a
number of avenues for this type of collaboration, including joint task
forces, public and private meetings, advisory committee meetings, and
e-mail correspondence. Other comments stated that certain agency
components had refused to meet about a guidance document before that
document was issued in draft. One comment specifically requested that
we use more mandatory language regarding preproposal collaboration with
you.
    We agree that early collaboration (i.e., input from you in the
early stage of developing the approach we will take in a new or revised
guidance document) can be a very valuable tool in developing regulatory
guidance. We have created several mechanisms to encourage early input,
including the following:
     We provide an opportunity to suggest new or revised
guidance.
     We publish an agenda of the guidance documents that we are
working on and request your comments on the agenda.
     We notify you when we issue draft guidance documents and
request your comments on the drafts.
     We may hold meetings or workshops even before we develop a
draft document.
    We encourage your involvement in our development of guidance
documents. Often, we develop guidance documents based on your
suggestions. We solicit your comments on draft guidance documents
because our views are not yet finalized and we want your input on the
contents of the final guidance.
    We understand that you would like to meet with us more regarding
the development of guidance documents. Our policies on meeting with the
public on guidance development are evolving. In efforts separate from
this rulemaking, we are exploring ways to increase this interaction
within the confines of applicable statutes and regulations, and
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are considering our need to provide all interested parties access to
the process, our interest in issuing documents in a timely manner, and
our resource constraints. We welcome your suggestions in this area.
    (Comment 15) One comment proposed establishing a mechanism in
Sec. 10.115(g) whereby companies can fund a market research initiative
that would permit us, through questionnaires, focus groups, and other
techniques, to obtain input on proposed policies directly from
patients, doctors, and other stakeholders.
    We welcome input from patients, doctors, and other stakeholders. We
believe that the procedures described in Sec. 10.115, especially our



increased use of the Internet to disseminate information, provide
adequate avenues for patient, doctor, and stakeholder involvement in
the development of our policies. We decline at this time to establish a
funded market research initiative because administering such a program
would divert personnel resources from other public health priorities.
    (Comment 16) One comment suggested that we consider interactive
techniques, such as town hall meetings, that may encourage industry
input on setting priorities for the development of guidance documents
listed on the agenda.
    We welcome industry input on prioritizing our development of
guidance documents. We believe that the procedures described in the
GGP's on the guidance document agenda, especially our increased use of
the Internet to disseminate the agenda and our request for comments on
the agenda, provide adequate avenues for industry and others to assist
us in prioritizing guidance documents. Furthermore, the agenda is only
one of several mechanisms we use to solicit input on prioritizing the
guidance documents we are developing. For example, we may participate
in public meetings and public hearings and may raise guidance document
issues at advisory committee meetings. At this time, we decline to
change the GGP's in the manner suggested but will continue to consider
avenues for encouraging input at all stages of guidance development.
    (Comment 17) One comment suggested that any proposed guidance
documents submitted to advisory committees be made public in a manner
that provides sufficient time for review before the meeting.
    We agree that proposed guidance documents submitted to advisory
committees should be made public as soon as practicable to allow for a
review of those materials. We are working to ensure that this
information is made available in a timely manner.
5. Legal Effect of Guidance Documents
    (Comment 18) We received several comments on the legal effect of
guidance documents. A number of comments referred to the statement in
the proposed regulation that we are willing to discuss an alternative
approach with you to ensure that it complies with the relevant statutes
and regulations (Sec. 10.115(c)(3)). The comments stated that if a
guidance document is not binding, the discussion of alternative
approaches should not be required.
    The comments misinterpreted the intent of the statement in
Sec. 10.115(c)(3). If you take an alternative approach, you are not
required to discuss that approach with us. Instead, we are offering our
assistance to make sure that any alternative approach you take meets
the appropriate statutory or regulatory requirements. Discussing
alternative approaches may help you understand our interpretation of
the applicable statutes and regulations and may further our
understanding of the merits of your approach.
    (Comment 19) Two comments suggested that compliance with a guidance
document should provide a company with a safe harbor from FDA
enforcement action. The comments recommended that we change the
regulation to require us to amend, or at least publish a proposal to
amend, a guidance document before initiating an enforcement action
against a company that acted in accordance with a guidance. The
comments also noted that if we do not provide a safe harbor from
enforcement, at a minimum, a company's action in accordance with a
guidance document should be evidence of the company's intent to comply
with our regulations.
    Section 701(h)(1)(B) of the act provides that guidance documents
``shall not be binding on the Secretary.'' Creating a ``safe harbor''
in a guidance document that would preclude us from taking action would



impermissibly bind us. In issuing enforcement-related guidance
documents, we express our current thinking regarding regulatory matters
and believe this provides useful information. However, you always
remain independently responsible for complying with applicable statutes
and regulations. Whether you have complied with the law is determined
from the facts of each case.
    (Comment 20) We received two comments suggesting that we clarify to
our staff that FDA may not cite failure to follow a guidance document
in any observation on Form FDA 483 (List of Inspectional Observations).
    We agree with this comment. Guidance documents are not binding. An
enforcement action may be taken only when we find a violation of
statutory or regulatory requirements. If a guidance document contains a
reference to a regulatory or statutory requirement, then enforcement
action may be taken if the regulation or statutory requirement is
violated. Of course, enforcement action may be taken if a requirement
in a regulation or statute is violated whether or not there is a
reference to the requirements in any guidance document. We discuss this
issue in the GGP training we provide employees under Sec. 10.115(l)(1).
    (Comment 21) We received one comment on how we should interpret a
draft guidance document during the time that it is out for comment,
before the document has been finalized. The comment suggested that we
maintain three categories of guidance documents: Draft, approvable, and
approved.
    We believe the provisions of Sec. 10.115(g) sufficiently describe
both the process for issuing draft Level 1 guidance documents for
comment and the process of implementing Level 1 guidance documents
without comment when prior public participation is not feasible or
appropriate. We do not believe that adding more categories will improve
the process; instead, it could confuse the users of the documents.
Early in the process of developing the GGP's, comments strongly urged
the agency to streamline and simplify the nomenclature for guidance
documents. We have done so. If you are concerned about FDA's thinking
on an issue that is reflected only in a draft guidance, you should
contact the appropriate office within FDA to discuss the issue.
    While a draft Level 1 guidance document is out for comment, you may
be concerned that the guidance will change based on comments received.
Because a guidance document represents the agency's current thinking on
a subject but it is not ever binding on FDA or outside parties, you
should not rely on any guidance document, draft or final. If you have
questions about compliance with statutory or regulatory requirements,
you can discuss those issues with an FDA employee.
6. Standard Elements
    (Comment 22) We received two comments suggesting that the
designation as Level 1 or Level 2 be a standard element of each
guidance document.
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    We believe that the comment misinterpreted the significance of the
Level 1 or Level 2 designation. The designation of a guidance as Level
1 or Level 2 is only relevant when a guidance document or revision to a
guidance document is being developed. The designation is used to
indicate whether the proposed document or revision is significant
enough to warrant public comment before implementation. If the Level 1
or Level 2 determination remains with the document as a standard
element, it may be confusing. For example, if we make a very minor
revision to a guidance document that contains highly significant



issues, this revision would warrant a Level 2 determination for the
purposes of receiving comments. Affected parties should not assume that
the document contains issues that are less significant because of the
Level 2 designation, but rather that the change being made is not
significant.
    (Comment 23) One comment suggested that we require as an element in
each guidance document a statement that explains why the document is
needed.
    Guidance documents should be issued only when a need for guidance
exists. In each document, we generally include a background section
that states the reason for its issuance. We will continue to do this in
the future. However, although we acknowledge the utility of stating the
need for each guidance, we do not believe the statement should be
required. The advice we provide in a guidance document represents our
current thinking, regardless of whether we adequately explain the need
for the guidance. Therefore, we decline to make this information a
required element in our guidance documents.
    (Comment 24) One comment suggested that statements of nonbinding
effect be prominently displayed on all guidance documents.
    We agree with the comment. It is critical that all parties
understand that guidance documents do not bind us or you. We are
amending the regulation at Sec. 10.115(i)(1)(iv) to require that a
statement of the guidance document's nonbinding effect be displayed on
prominently each document. In the future, this statement will be placed
immediately below the title of the guidance document on the first page
of text and it will be in prominent (e.g., bold or italic) print.
7. Our Procedures
    (Comment 25) In the proposed rule, we stated that we would not seek
public input prior to implementing a Level 1 guidance document if we
determine that prior public participation is not feasible or
appropriate (proposed Sec. 10.115(g)(2)). Several comments discussed
this exception to the prior public participation requirement. Two
comments stated that we should use the exception only in rare and
extraordinary circumstances. Other comments suggested that we only use
this exception in cases where there is a real, demonstrated public
health emergency, not just a theoretical emergency. Another comment
stated that when we use these procedures, we should provide a statement
of our reasons for not soliciting prior public participation.
    Under section 701(h)(1)(C) of the act, we must ensure public
participation prior to the implementation of guidance documents unless
we determine that such prior public participation is not feasible or
appropriate. As discussed in the preamble to the proposed rule,
Sec. 10.115(g)(2) reflects the standard stated in the statute (65 FR
7321 at 7324). We anticipate that this exception will generally be used
when: (1) There are public health reasons for the immediate
implementation of the guidance document; (2) there is a statutory
requirement, executive order, or court order that requires immediate
implementation; or (3) the guidance document presents a less burdensome
policy that is consistent with public health. We agree that we should
explain why a document is being issued without prior public
participation when we issue the document. Generally, this explanation
is included in the NOA for the guidance document. We will continue to
follow this procedure in the future.
    (Comment 26) One comment suggested that we adopt a 30-day grace
period for Level 1 guidance documents issued without prior public
participation.
    A grace period would not be needed for a guidance document because



guidance is not binding on us or you. We do not enforce guidance
documents; we enforce applicable statutory and regulatory requirements.
    We are committed to ensuring that you have the opportunity to
participate in guidance document development as much as possible.
Therefore, we will issue a Level 1 guidance document without prior
public participation only if it is not feasible or appropriate to
solicit your comments (e.g., a public health emergency or a court order
requires the issuance of the guidance and we need to make the document
available to the public as quickly as possible). A delay in
implementation would not be appropriate in such circumstances.
    (Comment 27) One comment noted that there are times when a Level 2
guidance document may become controversial and suggested that we adopt
procedures whereby a Level 2 document could be withdrawn, redesignated
as a Level 1 document, and reissued in draft for public comment.
    We believe that the GGP's implicitly provide us with the ability to
act as the comment describes. If our initial determination to issue a
guidance document or amended guidance document using Level 2 procedures
proves to be an incorrect decision because the document is highly
controversial when issued, we may withdraw the guidance document and
reissue it as a draft guidance document following Level 1 procedures
(i.e., publish an NOA in the Federal Register for the draft guidance
document and solicit comments on the draft). We do not believe the rule
should be amended to reflect these procedures.
    (Comment 28) Two comments suggested that we use the Internet to the
greatest extent possible to disseminate guidance documents. Several
comments specifically requested that we allow submission of comments on
guidance documents through e-mail.
    We use the Internet as our primary means of disseminating guidance
documents. In most cases, newly issued or revised guidance documents
are available on the Internet at the same time they are available
through other means (e.g., through the Dockets Management Branch). We
are developing new ways to use Internet technology to enhance our
ability to disseminate information to the public. In particular, we are
developing a system for providing access to all documents on the
Internet and facilitating e-mail submission of comments on guidance
documents.
    (Comment 29) One comment suggested that we publish a new guidance
document within 30 days of changing our current thinking on a given
subject. This comment also urged us to amend the regulations to clarify
that the information in a guidance document may be relied on to be
currently acceptable to FDA.
    We agree that guidance documents should reflect our current
thinking on a given subject. We try to ensure that our documents are
current. However, we allocate our limited resources to the areas of
greatest public health need. Although GGP's help to ensure a greater
level of public participation in guidance development, following these
procedures often means that it takes
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longer to issue guidance documents. Therefore, we will not commit
ourselves to issuing guidance documents within a specific timeframe. We
need flexibility to allocate our resources as we see fit, for example,
to an area that presents more significant public health issues.
    In response to the second part of the comment, Sec. 10.115(d)(3) of
the final rule clearly states that guidance documents represent the
agency's current thinking on the subject of the document, and that FDA



employees may depart from guidance documents only with appropriate
justification and supervisory concurrence.
    (Comment 30) One comment stated that if we depart from a guidance
document on multiple occasions, we should consider revising the
document. A similar comment noted that when a change in policy allows
deviation from a guidance document, we should amend the document to
indicate the existence of limited exceptions.
    As discussed previously, guidance documents should represent our
current thinking on the matters discussed in the documents. Our
consistent deviation from a guidance document might suggest that we
should revise it. Furthermore, we should amend guidance documents to
clarify any changes in our interpretation of a guidance document. As
resources allow, we will continue to update and revise guidance
documents to reflect our current thinking.
    (Comment 31) One comment suggested that we provide written
justification for deviating from a guidance document.
    As discussed in the preamble to the proposed rule (65 FR 7321 at
7327), we agree that our employees should not deviate from guidance
without appropriate justification and supervisory concurrence. However,
because guidance documents are not legally binding, we do not believe
that we should provide written notice stating the reasons for such
deviations. If we are asked to explain why we are deviating from a
guidance document, we will do so.
    (Comment 32) One comment suggested that we consolidate guidance
documents addressing identical topics, those covering one topic that
applies to several premarketing application types, and those containing
identical premarketing application elements for similar product lines.
This comment also noted that some currently available guidance
documents are obsolete, redundant, or no longer appropriate.
    We consolidate similar guidance documents when feasible and
appropriate. Our primary concern is to issue documents that represent
our current thinking on a particular matter. On balance, the benefit of
having consolidated guidance documents is often outweighed by the
burden of reissuing the documents. Furthermore, consolidated documents
may be too cumbersome to be user-friendly.
    We agree that documents that are obsolete, redundant, or no longer
appropriate should be revised or withdrawn so they do not create
confusion. During the past few years, we have tried to eliminate or
revise documents when appropriate, given our resource constraints. We
will continue this practice. Section 10.115(f) provides you with an
opportunity to suggest documents that should be eliminated or revised.
    (Comment 33) One comment noted that we should not use guidance
documents as a replacement for notice-and-comment rulemaking.
    We agree with this comment and believe that in certain
circumstances regulations should be issued, while in other
circumstances issuance of a guidance document is more appropriate. We
carefully consider whether a document that contains binding
requirements should be issued. This decision ultimately determines
whether it is more appropriate for us to issue regulations or guidance
on a given subject.
    (Comment 34) We received several comments on our dispute resolution
process. One comment suggested that we establish a systematic review
process for external auditors to examine the decisions of our staff and
to determine whether the application of a guidance document was
appropriate. One comment encouraged us to develop an appeals process to
address complaints about our development and use of guidance documents,
stating that this appeals process is required by the Modernization Act.



Other comments suggested that we describe the normal appeals process
for disputes about the content of a guidance document in this final
rule.
    We appreciate the importance of providing effective mechanisms for
dispute resolution and recognize that guidance documents need to be
developed, issued, and used in a manner that is consistent with GGP's.
However, we believe that an evaluation of our current dispute
resolution system by an external auditor is unnecessary. We are
required under section 405 of the Modernization Act to ensure that an
effective appeals mechanism is in place to address complaints about our
development and use of guidance documents. We believe that we have such
a mechanism in place.
    If you believe that an FDA staff member did not follow the GGP's,
including any situation where you believe a staff member treated a
guidance document as binding, under Sec. 10.115(o) you can raise the
issue with that staff member's supervisor. If the issue cannot be
resolved, you can continue raising it through the chain of command.
These procedures complement our dispute resolution regulation in
Sec. 10.75 (internal review of decisions). You can also use the
procedures in Sec. 10.75 to appeal a decision on the GGP's. We are
amending the final rule to provide another means for raising an issue
about our implementation of the GGP's. Under amended Sec. 10.115(o),
you can contact the ombudsman of the center or office with which you
have a dispute and seek the ombudsman's assistance in resolving the
issue. Finally, if you feel that you are not making progress or if you
are unable to resolve the issue at the center or office level, you can
request that our Chief Mediator and Ombudsman become involved. Each
center and office has made or will make available its own guidance
documents on specific procedures for resolving disputes.
    You may also petition us under Sec. 10.30 (citizen petitions) and
request that we formally resolve your issue.
    (Comment 35) One comment suggested that we explicitly state that
guidance documents apply to all parties who work in the area addressed
by the document. The comment stated that historically, we have not
applied guidance documents uniformly to work undertaken by different
individuals.
    In each document, we generally include an introductory section that
states the intended audience of the guidance document (e.g.,
applicants, reviewers). The guidance document applies to all members of
the intended audience. If you believe that an FDA staff member is not
interpreting the document appropriately, you can follow the dispute
resolution procedures described previously and in Sec. 10.115(o).
    (Comment 36) One comment suggested that we post the names and
titles of the supervisors for each center/office on our Internet home
page (http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/leaving.cgi?from=leavingFR.html&log=linklog&to=http://www.fda.gov).
    We agree that information about the individuals to contact
regarding the resolution of a dispute should be readily available. This
information is currently on the Internet for all of the centers and
offices. You can find the organizational charts at the following
Internet addresses:
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                                                     Table 1.



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------
                    Center or Office
Organizational Chart Internet address
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------
Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/leaving.cgi?from=leavingFR.html&log=linklog&to=http://www.fda.gov/cber/in
side/orgchart.pdf
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/leaving.cgi?from=leavingFR.html&log=linklog&to=http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/or
ganiz.html
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/leaving.cgi?from=leavingFR.html&log=linklog&to=http://www.fda.gov/cder/cd
erorg.htm
Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition             vm.cfsan.fda.gov/
centsdms/orgchart.html
Center for Veterinary Medicine
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/leaving.cgi?from=leavingFR.html&log=linklog&to=http://www.fda.gov/cvm/fda
/mappgs/contactcvm.html
Office of Regulatory Affairs
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/leaving.cgi?from=leavingFR.html&log=linklog&to=http://www.fda.gov/ora/ins
pect__ref/iom/IOMORADIR.html
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------

    (Comment 37) In Sec. 10.115(l)(2), we state that our centers and
offices will monitor the development and issuance of guidance documents
to ensure that GGP's are being followed. One comment suggested that we
consider using a center ombudsman (e.g., the new ombudsman in the
Center for Devices and Radiological Health) to perform this monitoring
function.
    We agree that it is important to ensure that guidance documents are
developed and issued consistently by all centers and offices.
Therefore, each center and office will designate one or more persons to
monitor the development and issuance of its guidance documents. The
center or office can designate the ombudsman and/or other individuals
to perform this function.
    As discussed previously, under Sec. 10.115(o) you may seek the
assistance of a center or office ombudsman or the Office of the Chief
Mediator and Ombudsman if you believe that someone at FDA is not
following the GGP's.
    (Comment 38) One comment said that if we are serious about ensuring
that our employees do not develop policy through speeches and other
informal mechanisms, we should update and enforce internal written
procedures on this subject. Another comment suggested that we state
that our employees may not make statements at advisory committee
meetings as a means to communicate new regulatory expectations.
    We stated in the proposed regulation at Sec. 10.115(e) that we may
not use documents and other means of communication that are excluded
from the definition of guidance document to informally communicate new
or different regulatory expectations to the public for the first time.



We are maintaining this language in the final rule. Part of our GGP
training for employees includes the understanding that policy is not to
be communicated initially to a broad audience through speeches.
Statements at advisory committee meetings often depend on the context
of the statement. If, for example, a marketing application under
consideration raises a novel issue, it may be appropriate for an FDA
employee to comment on that issue as it relates to a specific
application during a public advisory committee meeting. If there are
questions raised by an advisory committee member that are not about a
specific application, an individual employee can express a view, but
this would not reflect official agency policy.
    (Comment 39) One comment suggested that we examine our processes
for training, evaluation, and related internal guidance to ensure that
our directives to staff reinforce the appropriate use of guidance
documents.
    Section 701(h)(1)(B) of the act requires us to provide training for
employees on how to develop and use guidance documents. We train
employees about guidance documents in new employee orientation and/or
as part of continuing employee education and training programs.
Internal procedural documents are examined before they are issued to
ensure that they are consistent with our GGP policies.
    (Comment 40) Several comments recommended that there be better
internal coordination among centers in the development, issuance, and
use of guidance documents. In particular, one comment suggested that
FDA ensure closer communication among centers, clarify the role of each
center in oversight, and communicate clearly the enforcing center's
expectation of a firm's responsibility for following a guidance
document.
    One comment referred to the ``enforcing'' center. We note that
guidance is not enforceable. It is not binding on you or us.
    In section 123 of the Modernization Act, Congress directed us to
minimize differences in the review and approval of products required to
have approved biologics license applications under section 351 of the
Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 262) and products required to have
approved new drug applications under section 505(b)(1) of the act (21
U.S.C. 355(b)(1)). We have made a concerted effort to minimize those
differences and otherwise streamline the regulation of products that
may involve dual jurisdiction of our centers. As part of this effort,
we have issued numerous joint guidance documents.
    We also have several checks within the guidance document
development process that help to ensure that there is communication
among centers on multicenter topics. For example, Level 1 guidance
documents that describe new legal interpretations or significant
changes in our policy are reviewed by the Office of the Chief Counsel
and the Office of Policy before issuance. These offices are aware of
cross-cutting issues and can ensure appropriate coordination.
    (Comment 41) A comment suggested that we define the minimum levels
of approval authority for sign-off on guidance documents.
    We understand that having the appropriate level of clearance on
guidance documents is important for purposes of quality control and to
achieve the greatest level of consistency across the agency. However,
we believe that we should maintain flexibility by providing discretion
to the various centers and offices to determine their appropriate
levels of clearance. Therefore, we decline the suggestion to mandate
minimum levels of approval authority for guidance documents.
    (Comment 42) One comment suggested that we clarify the status of
advisory opinions and determine whether they are guidance documents.



    We issue advisory opinions under Sec. 10.85. We anticipate
modifying Sec. 10.85 and explaining the effect of Sec. 10.115 on
previously issued advisory opinions in a separate rulemaking effort. As
such, the comment is outside the scope of this rulemaking.
    (Comment 43) Two comments suggested that we clarify the status of
guidelines. One recommended that we designate them as Level 1 guidance.
    Our ability to issue guidelines was described in Sec. 10.90(b). In
the conforming amendments to the proposed rule, we proposed to delete
all references to guidelines in Sec. 10.90(b) and replace the provision
with the statement that guidance documents will be developed, issued,
and used
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according to the requirements at Sec. 10.115. On further consideration,
we have decided not to include a provision on guidance documents in
Sec. 10.90(b) because it is not necessary to state that guidance
documents will be regulated under Sec. 10.115. Therefore, we are
removing and reserving Sec. 10.90(b).
    As described in the preamble to the proposed rule, all guidelines
are now treated as guidance documents (65 FR 7321 at 7326). Because we
no longer issue guidelines, we need not determine whether they would
warrant a Level 1 or Level 2 determination. If any documents previously
issued as guidelines are amended, we will follow the same procedures
used for amending guidance documents (i.e., we will determine whether
modifying the document meets the criteria for a Level 1 or Level 2
change).
    (Comment 44) One comment asked whether we ensure that all broadly
disseminated letters are posted on the Internet and whether we have
procedures in place for quality control of this process.
    We currently post all broadly disseminated letters on the Internet,
including ``Dear Doctor'' letters, and letters that are broadly
circulated but do not provide the agency's current thinking on a
regulatory issue. All broadly disseminated letters that fall under the
definition of guidance documents are issued under the procedures
described in this rule. Each center and office has personnel who
determine whether a broadly disseminated letter meets the criteria for
a guidance document and should be issued as such.
    (Comment 45) One comment asked whether we post on the Internet
letters containing information about public health alerts.
    In Sec. 10.115(b)(3), we clarify that guidance documents do not
include general information documents provided to consumers or health
professionals. Public health alerts fall within this category of
documents. While public health alerts are not guidance documents, and
the comment is beyond the scope of this rulemaking, we do post such
information on the Internet, as appropriate.
    (Comment 46) One comment questioned whether we have a mechanism in
place for receiving and evaluating suggestions for novel or more
efficient procedures. The same comment suggested that we create a data
base that contains all correspondence issued to a company. The comment
also requested that we post on the Internet all of our speeches and the
preamble to the September 29, 1978, current good manufacturing
practices (CGMP's) regulation.
    These comments are beyond the scope of this rulemaking.

B. Guidance Documents Resulting From International Negotiations



    In addition to amending the final rule as described previously in
response to comments, we are making one revision that will improve our
ability to participate in international negotiations on guidance
documents. As described in Sec. 10.115(i)(1) and (i)(2), a guidance
document must: (1) Include the term ``guidance,'' (2) identify the
center(s) or office(s) issuing the document, (3) identify the activity
to which and the people to whom the document applies, (4) include a
statement of the document's nonbinding effect, (5) include the date of
issuance, (6) note if it is a revision to a previously issued guidance,
and (7) contain the word ``draft'' if the document is a draft guidance.
Furthermore, guidance documents must not include mandatory language
such as ``must'' or ``required'' unless we use those words to describe
a statutory or regulatory requirement.
    In accordance with our mission, we actively participate in
international efforts to reduce the burden of regulation, harmonize
regulatory requirements, and achieve appropriate reciprocal
arrangements (section 903(b)(3) of the act 21 U.S.C. 393(b)(3)).
Through these efforts, we frequently negotiate guidance documents with
representatives of other countries. For example, our participation in
the International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements
for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) has allowed us
to work with representatives of regulatory authorities from Europe,
Japan, and the United States and experts from the pharmaceutical
industry in the three regions to develop numerous guidance documents on
the regulation of human drug and biological products.
    When draft documents are negotiated with representatives of other
countries, we seek public comment on the resulting documents. We
believe it is important to publish draft documents for comment at the
same time as other countries so we may review the public comments and
resume negotiations in a timely manner. However, other countries do not
follow our GGP's; therefore internationally negotiated draft documents
often do not comply with all of the provisions of Sec. 10.115(i)(1) and
(i)(2). For example, documents negotiated through ICH do not include
the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research or the Center for Biologics
Evaluation and Research as issuing offices. Differences in language and
use of certain terms often result in wording that implies the draft
documents establish mandatory requirements. Therefore, to facilitate
the development and issuance of draft documents resulting from
international negotiations, we have modified the final rule to state
that when issuing ``draft'' guidances that are the product of
international negotiations, we need not apply the provisions of
Sec. 10.115(i)(1) and (i)(2). However, we recognize and the final rule
provides that final guidances that are the product of international
negotiations must comply with all of the provisions of Sec. 10.115(i).
We anticipate that this amendment will provide many advantages,
including our ability to: (1) Provide more time for public comment on
draft guidance documents that are the result of international
negotiations, (2) receive more public comments on these draft
documents, (3) negotiate based on issues raised in public comments more
effectively, and (4) resume international negotiations in a timely
manner.

III. Conforming Amendments

    We refer to guidelines issued under former Sec. 10.90(b) throughout
our regulations. Because we are revising our administrative regulations
by deleting guidelines and adding guidance documents issued under



Sec. 10.115, we are making conforming amendments to 21 CFR parts 7, 10,
14, 19, 25, 101, 107, 110, 114, 170, 310, 312, 314, 316, 500, 514, 601,
803, 814, and 860 to reflect our changes. We are also adding
Sec. 601.29, Guidance documents, to the biologics regulations, to be
consistent with Secs. 312.145, 314.445, and 814.20. These conforming
amendments will ensure the accuracy and consistency of the regulations.

IV. Environmental Impact

    The agency has determined under 21 CFR 25.30 that this action is of
a type that does not individually or cumulatively have a significant
effect on the human environment. Therefore, neither an environmental
assessment nor an environmental impact statement is required statement
would be required.

V. Analysis of Impact

    We have examined the impacts of the final rule under Executive
Order 12866, the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601-612), and the
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 (Public Law 104-4). Executive
Order 12866 directs agencies to assess all costs and benefits of
available regulatory alternatives and,
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when regulation is necessary, to select regulatory approaches that
maximize net benefits (including potential economic, environmental,
public health and safety, and other advantages; distributive impacts;
and equity). Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, if a rule may have a
significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities,
an agency must consider alternatives that would minimize the economic
impact of the rule on small entities. Section 202(a) of the Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act requires that agencies prepare a written assessment
of anticipated costs and benefits before proposing any rule that may
result in an expenditure by State, local, and tribal governments, in
the aggregate, or by the private sector, of $100 million in any one
year (adjusted annually for inflation).
    We believe that this final rule is consistent with the regulatory
philosophy and principles identified in Executive Order 12866 and in
these two statutes. This rule does not impose any mandates on State,
local, or tribal governments. The rule will not be significant as
defined by the Executive Order and will not require further analysis
under the Regulatory Flexibility Act. The Unfunded Mandates Reform Act
does not require us to prepare a statement of costs and benefits for
the rule because the rule in any 1-year expenditure would not exceed
$100 million adjusted for inflation. The current inflation-adjusted
statutory threshold is $110 million.

VI. Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995

    This regulation would impose no additional reporting or
recordkeeping requirements. Therefore, clearance by the Office of
Management and Budget under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 is not
required.

VII. Federalism



    We have analyzed this final rule in accordance with the principles
set forth in Executive Order 13132. We have determined that the rule
does not contain policies that have substantial direct effects on the
States, on the relationship between National Government and the States,
or on the distribution of power and responsibilities among the various
levels of government. Accordingly, we have concluded that the rule does
not contain policies that have federalism implications as defined in
the order and, consequently, a federalism summary impact statement is
not required.

List of Subjects

21 CFR Part 7

    Administrative practice and procedure, Consumer protection,
Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

21 CFR Part 10

    Administrative practice and procedure, News media.

21 CFR Part 14

    Administrative practice and procedure, Advisory committees, Color
additives, Drugs, Radiation protection.

21 CFR Part 19

    Conflict of interests.

21 CFR Part 25

    Environmental impact statements, Foreign relations, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements.

21 CFR Part 101

    Food labeling, Nutrition, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

21 CFR Part 107

    Food labeling, Infants and children, Nutrition, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements, Signs and symbols.

21 CFR Part 110

    Food packaging, Foods.

21 CFR Part 114

    Food packaging, Foods, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

21 CFR Part 170

    Administrative practice and procedure, Food additives, Reporting
and recordkeeping requirements.



21 CFR Part 310

    Administrative practice and procedure, Drugs, Labeling, Medical
devices, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

21 CFR Part 312

    Drugs, Exports, Imports, Investigations, Labeling, Medical
research, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Safety.

21 CFR Part 314

    Administrative practice and procedure, Confidential business
information, Drugs, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

21 CFR Part 316

    Administrative practice and procedure, Drugs, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements.

21 CFR Part 500

    Animal drugs, Animal feeds, Cancer, Labeling, Packaging and
containers, Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB's).

21 CFR Part 514

    Administrative practice and procedure, Animal drugs, Confidential
business information, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

21 CFR Part 601

    Administrative practice and procedure, Biologics, Confidential
business information.

21 CFR Part 803

    Imports, Medical devices, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

21 CFR Part 814

    Administrative practice and procedure, Confidential business
information, Medical devices, Medical research, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements.

21 CFR Part 860

    Administrative practice and procedures, Medical devices.

    Therefore, under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, the
Public Health Service Act, and under authority delegated to the
Commissioner of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR parts 7, 10, 14, 19, 25, 101,
107, 110, 114, 170, 310, 312, 314, 316, 500, 514, 601, 803, 814, and
860 are amended as follows:

PART 7--ENFORCEMENT POLICY



    1. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 7 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 321-393; 42 U.S.C. 241, 262, 263b-263n,
264.

Sec. 7.1  [Amended]

    2. In Sec. 7.1, remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in its place
the word ``guidance''.

Subpart C  [Amended]

    3. In the heading for subpart C, consisting of Secs. 7.40 through
7.59, remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in its place the word
``guidance''.

Sec. 7.40  [Amended]

    4. In 7.40(a), remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in its place
the word ``guidance''.

PART 10--ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES

    5. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 10 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 5 U.S.C. 551-558, 701-706; 15 U.S.C. 1451-1461; 21
U.S.C. 141-149, 321-
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397, 467f, 679, 821, 1034; 28 U.S.C. 2112; 42 U.S.C. 201, 262, 263b,
264.

Sec. 10.20  [Amended]

    6. In Sec. 10.20(j)(1)(v), remove the phrase ``guidelines filed
under Sec. 10.90(b)'' and add in its place the words ``guidance
documents developed under Sec. 10.115''.

Sec. 10.45  [Amended]

    7. In Sec. 10.45(d), remove the words ``on a guideline issued under
Sec. 10.90,''.

Sec. 10.85  [Amended]

    8. In Sec. 10.85, remove paragraph (d)(5).



Sec. 10.90  [Amended]

    9. In Sec. 10.90, remove ``guidelines,'' from the section heading
and remove and reserve paragraph (b).

    10. Add Sec. 10.115 to subpart B to read as follows:

Sec. 10.115  Good guidance practices.

    (a) What are good guidance practices? Good guidance practices
(GGP's) are FDA's policies and procedures for developing, issuing, and
using guidance documents.
    (b) What is a guidance document?
    (1) Guidance documents are documents prepared for FDA staff,
applicants/sponsors, and the public that describe the agency's
interpretation of or policy on a regulatory issue.
    (2) Guidance documents include, but are not limited to, documents
that relate to: The design, production, labeling, promotion,
manufacturing, and testing of regulated products; the processing,
content, and evaluation or approval of submissions; and inspection and
enforcement policies.
    (3) Guidance documents do not include: Documents relating to
internal FDA procedures, agency reports, general information documents
provided to consumers or health professionals, speeches, journal
articles and editorials, media interviews, press materials, warning
letters, memoranda of understanding, or other communications directed
to individual persons or firms.
    (c) What other terms have a special meaning?
    (1) ``Level 1 guidance documents'' include guidance documents that:
    (i) Set forth initial interpretations of statutory or regulatory
requirements;
    (ii) Set forth changes in interpretation or policy that are of more
than a minor nature;
    (iii) Include complex scientific issues; or
    (iv) Cover highly controversial issues.
    (2) ``Level 2 guidance documents'' are guidance documents that set
forth existing practices or minor changes in interpretation or policy.
Level 2 guidance documents include all guidance documents that are not
classified as Level 1.
    (3) ``You'' refers to all affected parties outside of FDA.
    (d) Are you or FDA required to follow a guidance document?
    (1) No. Guidance documents do not establish legally enforceable
rights or responsibilities. They do not legally bind the public or FDA.
    (2) You may choose to use an approach other than the one set forth
in a guidance document. However, your alternative approach must comply
with the relevant statutes and regulations. FDA is willing to discuss
an alternative approach with you to ensure that it complies with the
relevant statutes and regulations.
    (3) Although guidance documents do not legally bind FDA, they
represent the agency's current thinking. Therefore, FDA employees may
depart from guidance documents only with appropriate justification and
supervisory concurrence.
    (e) Can FDA use means other than a guidance document to communicate
new agency policy or a new regulatory approach to a broad public
audience? The agency may not use documents or other means of



communication that are excluded from the definition of guidance
document to informally communicate new or different regulatory
expectations to a broad public audience for the first time. These GGP's
must be followed whenever regulatory expectations that are not readily
apparent from the statute or regulations are first communicated to a
broad public audience.
    (f) How can you participate in the development and issuance of
guidance documents?
    (1) You can provide input on guidance documents that FDA is
developing under the procedures described in paragraph (g) of this
section.
    (2) You can suggest areas for guidance document development. Your
suggestions should address why a guidance document is necessary.
    (3) You can submit drafts of proposed guidance documents for FDA to
consider. When you do so, you should mark the document ``Guidance
Document Submission'' and submit it to Dockets Management Branch (HFA-
305), 5630 Fishers Lane, rm. 1061, Rockville, MD 20852.
    (4) You can, at any time, suggest that FDA revise or withdraw an
already existing guidance document. Your suggestion should address why
the guidance document should be revised or withdrawn and, if
applicable, how it should be revised.
    (5) Once a year, FDA will publish, both in the Federal Register and
on the Internet, a list of possible topics for future guidance document
development or revision during the next year. You can comment on this
list (e.g., by suggesting alternatives or making recommendations on the
topics that FDA is considering).
    (6) To participate in the development and issuance of guidance
documents through one of the mechanisms described in paragraphs (f)(1),
(f)(2), or (f)(4) of this section, you should contact the center or
office that is responsible for the regulatory activity covered by the
guidance document.
    (7) If FDA agrees to draft or revise a guidance document, under a
suggestion made under paragraphs (f)(1), (f)(2), (f)(3) or (f)(4) of
this section, you can participate in the development of that guidance
document under the procedures described in paragraph (g) of this
section.
    (g) What are FDA's procedures for developing and issuing guidance
documents?
    (1) FDA's procedures for the development and issuance of Level 1
guidance documents are as follows:
    (i) Before FDA prepares a draft of a Level 1 guidance document, FDA
can seek or accept early input from individuals or groups outside the
agency. For example, FDA can do this by participating in or holding
public meetings and workshops.
    (ii) After FDA prepares a draft of a Level 1 guidance document, FDA
will:
    (A) Publish a notice in the Federal Register announcing that the
draft guidance document is available;
    (B) Post the draft guidance document on the Internet and make it
available in hard copy; and
    (C) Invite your comment on the draft guidance document. Paragraph
(h) of this section tells you how to submit your comments.
    (iii) After FDA prepares a draft of a Level 1 guidance document,
FDA also can:
    (A) Hold public meetings or workshops; or
    (B) Present the draft guidance document to an advisory committee
for review.



    (iv) After providing an opportunity for public comment on a Level 1
guidance document, FDA will:
    (A) Review any comments received and prepare the final version of
the guidance document that incorporates suggested changes, when
appropriate;
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    (B) Publish a notice in the Federal Register announcing that the
guidance document is available;
    (C) Post the guidance document on the Internet and make it
available in hard copy; and
    (D) Implement the guidance document.
    (v) After providing an opportunity for comment, FDA may decide that
it should issue another draft of the guidance document. In this case,
FDA will follow the steps in paragraphs (g)(1)(ii), (g)(1)(iii), and
(g)(1)(iv) of this section.
    (2) FDA will not seek your comment before it implements a Level 1
guidance document if the agency determines that prior public
participation is not feasible or appropriate.
    (3) FDA will use the following procedures for developing and
issuing Level 1 guidance documents under the circumstances described in
paragraph (g)(2) of this section:
    (i) After FDA prepares a guidance document, FDA will:
    (A) Publish a notice in the Federal Register announcing that the
guidance document is available;
    (B) Post the guidance document on the Internet and make it
available in hard copy;
    (C) Immediately implement the guidance document; and
    (D) Invite your comment when it issues or publishes the guidance
document. Paragraph (h) of this section tells you how to submit your
comments.
    (ii) If FDA receives comments on the guidance document, FDA will
review those comments and revise the guidance document when
appropriate.
    (4) FDA will use the following procedures for developing and
issuing Level 2 guidance documents:
    (i) After it prepares a guidance document, FDA will:
    (A) Post the guidance document on the Internet and make it
available in hard copy;
    (B) Immediately implement the guidance document, unless FDA
indicates otherwise when the document is made available; and
    (C) Invite your comment on the Level 2 guidance document. Paragraph
(h) of this section tells you how to submit your comments.
    (ii) If FDA receives comments on the guidance document, FDA will
review those comments and revise the document when appropriate. If a
version is revised, the new version will be placed on the Internet.
    (5) You can comment on any guidance document at any time. Paragraph
(h) of this section tells you how to submit your comments. FDA will
revise guidance documents in response to your comments when
appropriate.
    (h) How should you submit comments on a guidance document?
    (1) If you choose to submit comments on any guidance document under
paragraph (g) of this section, you must send them to the Dockets
Management Branch (HFA-305), 5630 Fishers Lane, rm. 1061, Rockville, MD
20852.
    (2) Comments should identify the docket number on the guidance



document, if such a docket number exists. For documents without a
docket number, the title of the guidance document should be included.
    (3) Comments will be available to the public in accordance with
FDA's regulations on submission of documents to the Dockets Management
Branch specified in Sec. 10.20(j).
    (i) What standard elements must FDA include in a guidance document?
    (1) A guidance document must:
    (i) Include the term ``guidance,''
    (ii) Identify the center(s) or office(s) issuing the document,
    (iii) Identify the activity to which and the people to whom the
document applies,
    (iv) Prominently display a statement of the document's nonbinding
effect,
    (v) Include the date of issuance,
    (vi) Note if it is a revision to a previously issued guidance and
identify the document that it replaces, and
    (vii) Contain the word ``draft'' if the document is a draft
guidance.
    (2) Guidance documents must not include mandatory language such as
``shall,'' ``must,'' ``required,'' or ``requirement,'' unless FDA is
using these words to describe a statutory or regulatory requirement.
    (3) When issuing draft guidance documents that are the product of
international negotiations (e.g., guidances resulting from the
International Conference on Harmonisation), FDA need not apply
paragraphs (i)(1) and (i)(2) of this section. However, any final
guidance document issued according to this provision must contain the
elements in paragraphs (i)(1) and (i)(2) of this section.
    (j) Who, within FDA, can approve issuance of guidance documents?
Each center and office must have written procedures for the approval of
guidance documents. Those procedures must ensure that issuance of all
documents is approved by appropriate senior FDA officials.
    (k) How will FDA review and revise existing guidance documents?
    (1) The agency will periodically review existing guidance documents
to determine whether they need to be changed or withdrawn.
    (2) When significant changes are made to the statute or
regulations, the agency will review and, if appropriate, revise
guidance documents relating to that changed statute or regulation.
    (3) As discussed in paragraph (f)(3) of this section, you may at
any time suggest that FDA revise a guidance document.
    (l) How will FDA ensure that FDA staff are following GGP's?
    (1) All current and new FDA employees involved in the development,
issuance, or application of guidance documents will be trained
regarding the agency's GGP's.
    (2) FDA centers and offices will monitor the development and
issuance of guidance documents to ensure that GGP's are being followed.
    (m) How can you get copies of FDA's guidance documents? FDA will
make copies available in hard copy and, as feasible, through the
Internet.
    (n) How will FDA keep you informed of the guidance documents that
are available?
    (1) FDA will maintain on the Internet a current list of all
guidance documents. New documents will be added to this list within 30
days of issuance.
    (2) Once a year, FDA will publish in the Federal Register its
comprehensive list of guidance documents. The comprehensive list will
identify documents that have been added to the list or withdrawn from
the list since the previous comprehensive list.



    (3) FDA's guidance document lists will include the name of the
guidance document, issuance and revision dates, and information on how
to obtain copies of the document.
    (o) What can you do if you believe that someone at FDA is not
following these GGP's? If you believe that someone at FDA did not
follow the procedures in this section or that someone at FDA treated a
guidance document as a binding requirement, you should contact that
person's supervisor in the center or office that issued the guidance
document. If the issue cannot be resolved, you should contact the next
highest supervisor. You can also contact the center or office ombudsman
for assistance in resolving the issue. If you are unable to resolve the
issue at the center or office level or if you feel that you are not
making progress by going through the chain of command, you may ask the
Office of the Chief Mediator and Ombudsman to become involved.

PART 14--PUBLIC HEARING BEFORE A PUBLIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE

    11. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 14 continues to read as
follows:
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    Authority: 5 U.S.C. App. 2; 15 U.S.C. 1451-1461; 21 U.S.C. 141-
149, 321-394, 467f, 679, 821, 1034; 28 U.S.C. 2112; 42 U.S.C. 201,
262, 263b, 264.

Sec. 14.27  [Amended]

    12. In Sec. 14.27(b)(3), remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in
its place the words ``guidance documents''.

Sec. 14.33  [Amended]

    13. In Sec. 14.33(c), remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in its
place the words ``guidance documents''.

PART 19--STANDARDS OF CONDUCT AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

    14. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 19 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 371.

Sec. 19.10  [Amended]

    15. In Sec. 19.10(c), remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in its
place the words ``guidance documents''.

PART 25--ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS

    16. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 25 continues to read as
follows:



    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 321-393; 42 U.S.C. 262, 263b-264; 42 U.S.C.
4321, 4332; 40 CFR parts 1500-1508; E.O. 11514, 35 FR 4247, 3 CFR,
1971 Comp., p. 531-533 as amended by E.O. 11991, 42 FR 26967, 3 CFR,
1978 Comp., p. 123-124 and E.O. 12114, 44 FR 1957, 3 CFR, 1980
Comp., p. 356-360.

Sec. 25.30  [Amended]

    17. In Sec. 25.30(h), remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in its
place the words ``guidance documents''.

PART 101--FOOD LABELING

    18. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 101 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 15 U.S.C. 1453, 1454, 1455; 21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342,
343, 348, 371.

Sec. 101.9  [Amended]

    19. In Sec. 101.9(b)(7)(vi), remove the word ``guideline'' wherever
it appears and add in its place the words ``guidance document''.

PART 107--INFANT FORMULA

    20. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 107 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 321, 343, 350a, 371.

Sec. 107.270  [Amended]

    21. In Sec. 107.270, remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in its
place the word ``guidance''.

PART 110--CURRENT GOOD MANUFACTURING PRACTICE IN MANUFACTURING,
PACKING, OR HOLDING HUMAN FOOD

    22. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 110 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 342, 371, 374; 42 U.S.C. 264.

Sec. 110.80  [Amended]

    23. In Sec. 110.80, remove the word ``guidelines,'' in paragraphs
(a)(3) and (a)(4).

PART 114--ACIDIFIED FOODS

    24. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 114 continues to read as



follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 342, 371, 374; 42 U.S.C. 264.

Sec. 114.100  [Amended]

    25. In Sec. 114.100(a), remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in
its place the words ``guidance documents''.

PART 170--FOOD ADDITIVES

    26. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 170 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 321, 341, 342, 346a, 348, 371.

Sec. 170.39  [Amended]

    27. In Sec. 170.39(h), remove the word ``guidelines'' wherever it
appears and add in its place the words ``guidance documents''.

PART 310--NEW DRUGS

    28. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 310 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 351, 352, 353, 355, 360b-360f,
360j, 361(a), 371, 374, 375, 379(e); 42 U.S.C. 216, 241, 242(a),
262, 263b-263n.

Sec. 310.500  [Amended]

    29. In Sec. 310.500(e), remove the words ``guidelines'' and
``guideline'', respectively, and add in their place the words
``guidance'' and ``guidance on'', respectively.

PART 312--INVESTIGATIONAL NEW DRUG APPLICATION

    30. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 312 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 351, 352, 353, 355, 371; 42
U.S.C. 262.

Sec. 312.23  [Amended]

    31. In Sec. 312.23(a)(8), remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in
its place the words ``guidance documents.''

    32. Revise Sec. 312.145 to read as follows:

Sec. 312.145  Guidance documents.



    (a) FDA has made available guidance documents under Sec. 10.115 of
this chapter to help you to comply with certain requirements of this
part.
    (b) The Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) and the
Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) maintain lists of
guidance documents that apply to the centers' regulations. The lists
are maintained on the Internet and are published annually in the
Federal Register. A request for a copy of the CDER list should be
directed to the Office of Training and Communications, Division of
Communications Management, Drug Information Branch (HFD-210), Center
for Drug Evaluation and Research, Food and Drug Administration, 5600
Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857. A request for a copy of the CBER
list should be directed to the Office of Communication, Training, and
Manufacturers Assistance (HFM-40), Center for Biologics Evaluation and
Research, Food and Drug Administration, 1401 Rockville Pike, Rockville,
MD 20852-1448.

PART 314--APPLICATIONS FOR FDA APPROVAL TO MARKET A NEW DRUG

    33. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 314 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 351, 352, 353, 355, 371, 374,
379e.

Sec. 314.50  [Amended]

    34. In Sec. 314.50, in the introductory text remove the word
``guidelines'' and add in its place the words ``guidance documents''.

Sec. 314.70  [Amended]

    35. In Sec. 314.70(a), remove the words ``guideline, notice,'' and
add in their place the word ``notice''.

Sec. 314.94  [Amended]

    36. In Sec. 314.94, in the introductory text remove the words
``guidelines'' and add in its place the words ``guidance documents''.

Sec. 314.105  [Amended]

    37. In Sec. 314.105(c), remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in
its place the words ``guidance documents''.

Sec. 314.420  [Amended]

    38. In Sec. 314.420(c), remove the words ``under Sec. 10.90(b) a
guideline'' and add in their place the word ``guidance''.

    39. Revise Sec. 314.445 to read as follows:
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Sec. 314.445  Guidance documents.

    (a) FDA has made available guidance documents under Sec. 10.115 of
this chapter to help you to comply with certain requirements of this
part.
    (b) The Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) maintains a
list of guidance documents that apply to CDER's regulations. The list
is maintained on the Internet and is published annually in the Federal
Register. A request for a copy of the CDER list should be directed to
the Office of Training and Communications, Division of Communications
Management, Drug Information Branch (HFD-210), Center for Drug
Evaluation and Research, Food and Drug Administration, 5600 Fishers
Lane, Rockville, MD 20857.

PART 316--ORPHAN DRUGS

    40. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 316 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 360aa, 360bb, 360cc, 360dd, 371.

    41. Revise Sec. 316.50 to read as follows:

Sec. 316.50  Guidance documents.

    FDA's Office of Orphan Products Development will maintain and make
publicly available a list of guidance documents that apply to the
regulations in this part. The list is maintained on the Internet and is
published annually in the Federal Register. A request for a copy of the
list should be directed to the Office of Orphan Products Development
(HF-35), Food and Drug Administration, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD
20857.

PART 500--GENERAL

    42. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 500 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 351, 352, 353,
360b, 371.

Sec. 500.80  [Amended]

    43. In Sec. 500.80(a), remove the word ``guidelines'' wherever it
appears and add in its place the words ``guidance documents''.

PART 514--NEW ANIMAL DRUG APPLICATIONS

    44. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 514 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 351, 352, 360b, 371, 379e, 381.



Sec. 514.1  [Amended]

    45. In Sec. 514.1(d)(2), remove the word ``guidelines'' wherever it
appears and add in its place the words ``guidance documents''.

PART 601--LICENSING

    46. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 601 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 15 U.S.C. 1451-1561; 21 U.S.C. 321, 351, 352, 353,
355, 360, 360c-360f, 360h-360j, 371, 374, 379e, 381; 42 U.S.C. 216,
241, 262, 263; sec. 122, Pub. L. 105-115, 111 Stat. 2322 (21 U.S.C.
355 note).

    47. Add Sec. 601.29 to subpart C to read as follows:

Sec. 601.29  Guidance documents.

    (a) FDA has made available guidance documents under Sec. 10.115 of
this chapter to help you comply with certain requirements of this part.
    (b) The Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER)
maintains a list of guidance documents that apply to the center's
regulations. The lists are maintained on the Internet and are published
annually in the Federal Register. You may request a copy of the CBER
list from the Office of Communication, Training, and Manufacturers
Assistance (HFM-40), Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research, Food
and Drug Administration, 1401 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852-1448.

PART 803--MEDICAL DEVICE REPORTING

    48. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 803 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 352, 360, 360i, 360j, 371, 374.

Sec. 803.14  [Amended]

    49. In Sec. 803.14(b), remove the word ``guidelines'' and add in
its place the words ``guidance documents''.

PART 814--PREMARKET APPROVAL OF MEDICAL DEVICES

    50. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 814 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 351, 352, 353, 360, 360c-360j, 371, 372,
373, 374, 375, 379, 379e, 381.

    51. In Sec. 814.20, revise paragraph (g) to read as follows:

Sec. 814.20  Application.



* * * * *
    (g) FDA has issued a PMA guidance document to assist the applicant
in the arrangement and content of a PMA. This guidance document is
available on the Internet at http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-
bin/leaving.cgi?from=leavingFR.html&log=linklog&to=http://www.fda.gov/cdrh/ds
ma/pmaman/front.html. This guidance document is also available upon request
from
the Center for Devices and Radiological Health, Division of Small
Manufacturers Assistance (HFZ-220), 1350 Piccard Dr., Rockville, MD
20850, FAX 301-443-8818.
* * * * *

PART 860--MEDICAL DEVICE CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURES

    52. The authority citation for 21 CFR part 860 continues to read as
follows:

    Authority: 21 U.S.C. 360c, 360d, 360e, 360i, 360j, 371, 374.

Sec. 860.3  [Amended]

    53. In Sec. 860.3(c)(2), remove the words ``guidelines'' and
``guidelines for'' and add in their place the words ``guidance
documents'' and ``guidance on'', respectively.

    Dated: September 1, 2000.
Margaret M. Dotzel,
Associate Commissioner for Policy.
[FR Doc. 00-23887 Filed 9-18-00; 8:45 am]
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